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SWE sponsors
•
•
•
women In
englneerlng
career conference
SOURCE:OPI
Women
high
school
students, counselors and
teachers are invited to learn
about engineering careers
for women at a conference
Nov. 3-4 at the University of
Missouri-Rolla . .
The seminar is sponsored
by the UMR Student chapter
of the Society of Women
Engineers (SWE).
Lisa Gallagher, president
of the chapter, says that the
annual conference is held
to provide Information on
opportunities for women in
the engineering field.

Recently two Rolla area residents each won
prizes in McDonald's "Great Silver Mine
Contest" . The winners were James Mazorek, a

UMR student, and Virginia Kaeshoter of Edgar
Springs.
( Photo by Gieseke)
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"Although more women
than ever are majoring in
engineering (almost 700 thts
year at UMR), many people
still consider engineering an
unusual occupation for
women," she says.
"Actually, the talents
needed by engineers, such as
an interest in math and
science, and the ability to
solve problems and work
with others, are as common
among women as among
men. And the salaries for
women are the same as for
men, averaging well above
$20,000 for last sprtng's
graduates," She adds.

The two-day seminar will
give participants an overview of the engineering
profession. The program
includes panel discussions
by professional women
engineers, discussion groups
on engineering in general
and on different branches of
engineering, campus tours
and visits to engineering
departments.
UMR
engineering professors and
students as well as women
engineers from industry will
be available for questions
and counseling.
The meeting will start at 4
p.m. Monday, Nov. 3 and
close at 4: 15 the following
day.
The registration fee is
with
overnight
commodations,
or
without, and includes
cost of all meals.

$15
ac$10
the

Enrollment in the conference Is limited to 150 and
applicatiOns
will
be
Drocessed in the order
received. For Information,
write the Society of Women
Engineers, Building T-23,
University of MissourlRolla, Rolla, Mo., 65401, or
call 314-341-4212.

UMRhead nurse retiring
SOURCE:OPI
"I feel awful!" "It hurts
right here." These are the
phrases Jessie Nations, head
nurse at the University of
Missouri-Rolla
Infirmary
has heard most often for 20
years.
She has helped to make
sore throats feel better,
cleaned and bandaged cuts,
or wrapped up sprained
ankles for thousands of
students during thts time.
She has also dispensed great
quantities of sympathy and
TLC (tender loving care)
along with the medicine that
brings a fever down or gets
rid of Infections.
At the end of thts year,
Mrs. Illations plans to retire.
Instead of having a big
retirement reception, she
would rather receive a short
visit or note from her former
patients If they can spare a
few moments from their
busy schedules.
This increased activity

could make the infirmary an
exceptionally busy place for
the next few weeks.
During the semester,
between 100 and 125 students
visit there every day adding up to approximately
22,000 patient visits per year.
"It's usually a minor
ailment," Mrs. Nations
explains. "But even a little
ache or pain can keep
students from concentrating
on their studies. It's our !ob
to keep them healthy enough
to attend classes."
Although most students
are treated on an out-patient
basis, the infirmary does
have six beds available for
students with flu, contagious
diseases or . injury which
may be treated with a few
days of bed care. These
patients receive a lot of
extra care. "When you are
sick and a long way from
home, you need a little
special attention," the head
nurse says.

"One of our most important
functions
is
education,"
says
Mrs.
Nations. "It used to be that
doctors and nurses explained very little - just
handed out medicine and
told the patient when to take
it. Nowdays, we explain or
answer any questions about
the illness and tell the
patient what the medicine is,
as well as what It
We
also help students with diet
problems, make vitamins
available to them (most of
them don't pay much attention to a balanced diet)
and try to explain or assist
them with general information about health
problems."

ooes:

Mrs. Nations received her
training at Jewish Hospital
in St .. Louis in 1941, and has
worked several places in the
state since that tinie. She
came to UMR in 1960 and
after two years, was made
head nurse. She has held that
position for the last 18 years.

She;! and her husband have
two daughters. One is
following in her mother's
footsteps by taking her
nurses' training at Jewish
Hospital and now works as a
surgical nurse in Colorado
Springs. The other daughter
Is a physical education
teacher in Highland Park,
Ill.

Retirement plans for the
Nations include
"some
projects at home that I've
never seemed to find time
for, and some hand work.
We'll probably spend qulte a
bit more time in Colorado
Springs and Highland Park,
too," she says. "Who knows,
in a couple of years we might
even decide to build a home
in New Mexico, near the rest
of my family."
If you are going to make a
farewell call at the infirmary, and want to make it
a little special - we'll give
you a hint. Mrs. Nations'
birthday Is Nov. 3.

MIS. Jessie Nations

Coming next week

The Miner's Annual November Fools Edition
See WHO or WHAT will be "Miner Oueen !!!
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THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Great FUm Series presents " Invasion of the Body Snatchers,"
directed by Don Siegel, In the M.E . Auditorium a t 7:30 p.rn. Season
ticke t or $2 at the door.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
The officers of the International Students Club at UMR wish to
thank everyone wbo participated In International Day on Sunday, Oct.
26 for belplng to make It the success that It was. A special thanks also
to Dr. Marshall Findley, our faculty advisor, and to the Rolla Optimist
Club (especially Mr. Wallace Craig and Dr. Wayne Bledsoe, and all
the Optimists who assisted on Sunday ) and CIPAS for sponsoring the
event.

C. L. DAKE SOCIETY

The C. L. Dake Geological Society Is boldlng Its semi-annual Rock :
Mineral Auction on Sat., Nov. I , 1980 In St. Pat's Ballroom, University
Center West. Registration will be from 9 a .m . to noon, and the auction
will be held from 1-5 p.m. Those Interested should contact the C. L.
Dake Society c/ o Department 01 Geology/Geophysics, Norwood Hall ,
UMR.

M-CLUB
There will be a short meeting for all members and pledges In the
M.E . buUdlng, Room 121 at 7:30 p.m . Everyone please attend.
SPRING PREREGISI'RATION
Preregistra tion for students now enroUed In school wbo will be
returning for the 1981 spring semester will start October 28th. and end
November 3rd. For further information see the instructions In the
front of the spring scbedule of classes wblch will be available In the
Registrar's Office October 23rd. All who will be returning In the
spring should preregister regardless of mld-semester grades.

FRIDAY
SUPERDANCE '80

The APO Superdance '80 will be held Oct. 31-Nov. I 6:00 p.m. to
12 : 00 p.m. at the Manor Inn. If you are Interested In dancing or
sponsoring someone to dance spoJlllOr forms will be available next
week at the Hockey Puck or you can contact Greg Sedr1ck at 364-2930.
Donations go to Muscular Dystrophy.
SIGMANU-WAVEPARTY
Come to the Sigma Nu-Wave party, Oct. 31, 8-1 p.m. KMNR will be
broadcasting live. Prizes will be awarded for best costumes. Given by
Sigma Nu " their little ststers.

TKE
Tau Kappa Epsllon will be having a party this FrIday, Ocl 31.
Proceeds will be going to Muscular Dystrophy Association. Your
favorite beverage will be served.
HALLOWEEN PARTY
The fourth annual Sig Ep-Tbeta Tau Halloween Party Is tomorrow
starting at 9 p.m. Prizes will be given for the best costume. Don't miss
Itl

WARGAMERS ASSOCIATION OF ROLLA
The UMR Wargamers will be boldlng an open gaming session on
Saturday, Nove mber 1st from 9:00 a .m . to 5:00 p.m. It will be held In
the Missouri room upstairs In the University Center East. Everyone Is
invited to come and bring a game to play or just come and watch. Also
games will be sold or traded, so bring any you no longer want.

WIN~.OO

The Metal1urgy Students of UMR are Interested In creating their
own T-sbirts. To do this, a Logo and slogan for the T-sbirt Is
Thus the departments professional society Is holding a contest for the
best T-shirt design. The prize Is ~ . OO In cash. Everyone Is encouraged to partlclpste. Any questions will be answered by the Met.
department secretaries or Gerald Tarr (364-4841) . The deadline date
Is Dec. I , 1980. And the prize winner will be detennlned by Dec. 10.

needed.

MONDAY

<.:AMPUS GREEN SALES
The St. Pat's Board begins campus green sa1es In the New Student
UnJon .

SENIOR PICTURES
Senior pictures lor the 1981 Rollamo yearbook will be taken Monday, November 3, through Tuesday, November 11, from IH2 a .m. All
seniors should go to 0-1 Rolla BuUdlng for an appointment and portrait sitting during those hours and days.

NOTICE
The following listed student groups are delinquent (since September 5, 1980) In submitting officer and/or membersblp lists to the
Office of Student Activities. If these lists are not received by
November 13, 1980, the Student Affairs Commlttee will recommend
that official recognition be withdrawn from the groups.

S.W.E.
The Society of Women Engineers will have their annual HIgh School
Conference on November 3 and 4. " Engineering: The Women's Way"
Is open mainly to b1gh school girls, but UMR students are welcome to
attend. Any Interested students can obtain information by stopping by
the S.W.E . office (T-23) orby calltng341-4215.

TUESDAY
ClUEPSILON
Cbl Epsilon will bold a general membership meeting on Nov. 4 at
4:30 In Room 117 of the C.E . BuUdlng. Officer nominations will be
held. All pledges sbouJd attend.

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY
G.D.I.
G.D.I. Is having a Halloween Party at TEC. It starts at 8 p.m. and
everyone Is welcome. Wear a costume and try to win one of the three
refreshing prizes being offered for the best costumes. Non-members
without a costume will be charged $2.50, non-members with a costume
$2, and members get In FREE ... everyone will be entitled to
unlIm1ted refreshment. Come on out and get spooked I
Note : Hawkeye Is st1l1 looking for people to help out on the ST.
PAT'S OO-MINER. Come on out and have a lot of fun as well as putting
tol!etber the best edition everl

ASCE
On Wednesday, November 5 at 7:00 p.m . In Room 114 of the CIvil

Engineering BuUdlng, the UMR student chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers will have a meeting. The guest speaker will
be Roger Laboube from Butler Manufacturing - a prtH!l\glneered
metal buUdlng company. A door prize and refreshments will be given
away after the meeting. Memberships will be available. Everyone Is
Invited to attend.

NODAY
ABSENTEE BAlUYl' VOTERS

Christopher Jewelers
903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264

M issouri Miner

e MIssourI MIner Is the official publication of the students of
e University of MIssouri a t Rolla. It Is pub1labed weekly at
Rolla, Missouri. The MIssourI MIner features activities of the
students and faculty of UMR.
364-8336
Editor
Marl1yn Kolbet
341-2810
Managing EdItor
Cbrts Ransom
364-9769
Business Manager
Daryl Seck
Ass. Bus. Mngr.
Don Hunt
364-a1l5
Advertising Director
Cytbla Monds
364-8989
341-4809
Facul ty Advisor
CurtIs Adams
News EdItor
Paul Braun--- 364-9769
Staff: Chris Noonan , Ken Hardy Suzy Brune r , Danny
Gruenlnger, John Johnson, Barbara Yaeger
Features Editor
Mary Ford--- - 341-2764
Staff : Bob Koen ig, Dave Williams, Laura Bender,
Dan Dziedzic, Ray Luechteleld, Al Oakes

InstItute of TransportaUoo EngIMera;
NaUooaJ SocIety of Professlooal Engineers;
CtrcIeK;
Sigma Gamma Epsilon;
AssocIation of Married Students;
Ecooomlcs Club ;
Forenalc Society ;
HIstory Club ;
Russian Club ;
Target PIstol Club ;
Trap and Skeet Club ;
UMR EngIneer;

A Notary Public will be available In the Admissions Office, Student
F inancial Aid Office and the Dean of Students Office to notarize your
a bsentee ballots.
E .W.A. SCHOLARSIUP
The E ngineers' Wives Auxiliary of the St. Louis Chapter of the
Missouri Society of P rofessional Engineers will again a wa rd $750
tuition scholarships lor the 1981~ school year to deserving
e ngineering students.
Qualifications are that the candidate, m an or woman , be a junior or
sen ior engineering student at the beginning of the Fall (1981)
semester. Although recipients must be good students, financial need
wUl heavily influence the selection.
Applications are avaUable In the Office of Student Financial Aid, 106
P a rker Hall. All resumes m ust be returned to Student Financial Aid
no later than December 5, 1980.

~ ~ SPI, AH Ga'mes • D & D Supplies

U.C.P.C. SKI 11UP
The U .C.P.C., University Center Program Cooneu, Is sponsoring a
ski trip from Aprl110 to Vall, Colorado. This Thursday, Oct. 31 at 7:00
p.m . In the U. Ctr. West, 115 Program Office, a meeting will be held to
discuss deta1ls of the trip. All are encouraged to attend the meeting
which Is being held one day before the ~ . OO deposit Is due. There are
still spots aval1able on a first come basis, the price Is $32Al.00. Enjoy
six nights In a condominium less than 10 minutes from the slopes and
downtown Vall and six days of s1d1ng on the best slops In Colorado.
This non-proflt trip Is designed to give beginners and bot-doggers
alike the chance to SKI-VAIL at this fantastic price. To secure a seat
on the chartered bus a $50.00 deposit Is required by Friday, October
31st. This must be pald to John Watson In 115 Program Office, U. Ctr.
West. Bring your friends, and find out the detalis of the trip Tbursday.
Two color movies, " Ski America" and " How Easy It Is to Ski " will be
shown. There are 45 spots available and we have already received
deposits, the trip Is filling up fast. Don't hesitate, what a great
Christmas or Graduation present this would make. See you at the
meeting, and remember. GO FOR IT ! I
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Anne Fisher Manahan

Pianist to visit UMR
SOURCE:OPI
Pianist
Anne
Fisher
Manahan will perform in
concert at the University of
MissoUri-Rolla on Sunday,
Nov. 2. The concert, which
will be at 2:30 p.m. in Room
101 Old Cafeteria, Is free and
open to the public.
Manahan's program will
feature Prelude and Fugue
in G Major, WTC Book II,
Bach; Sonata in Bb Major
op. post (Molto moderato,
Andante sostenuto, Scherzo.
Allegro
vivace
con
delIcatezza, Allegro, ma non
troppo), Schubert; L'Isle
Joyeuse, Debussy; Night
Thoughts, Copland; and
Ballade in F MInor op. 52,
Chopin.

Manahan was born In the
Panama Canal Zone and
received her early musical
training at the Panama
National Conservatory. She
later attended the Juilliard
, School of Music In New York
City, where she received her
bachelor's and master's
degrees. She also attended
the Kneisel Hall School for
String
and
Ensemble
,Playing at Blue Hill, Maine.

She has appeared In
recital In Panama, the New
York City area, the Northwestern
U.S.
and
throughout the state of
Missouri.

Missourians interested in
this state's history can
sample different aspects of
traditional culture at the
annual meeting of the
Missouri Folklore Society
Nov. 14 and 15 at the
University of MissourlRolla.

FALL 1980
The fInal ' exam period wll I begIn Monday, December 15, 1980, at 7:30 a.m.
and end at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, December 20, 1980. Common fInals are scheduled
for those courses lIsted In SectIon II below. Room assIgnments for common
fInals will be announced by the Instructor.
The courses not covered In SectIons I, II, III are to be arranged by the
Instructor In cooperatIon wIth the students In that course.
I.

EvenIng Course Finals are scheduled for the evenIng sessIon
durIng fInal week.

II.

Common FInals Include al I sectIons unless otherwIse stated.
CRoom to be scheduled by RegIstrar)
Chem Engr 10
Chem Engr 233
Chem Engr 262
CE 102 A, B
CE 223
C SC 73, 163, 253
C SC 74
C SC 83; 183
C Sc 168
C SC 218
EE 61, 63
EE, 251 A, B
EE 267 A, B
EE 271 A, B, C
EE 273 A, B '
Engr Mach 50, 150
Engr Mach 110
Hlst 111,112,175, 176
LI fe ScIence I
Math 2, 4, 8, 21, 22
Math 6
ME 203
ME 205
ME 219
ME 227, 229
Phys 21, 23, 24, 25
Pol Sci 90
Soc 81

lOI.ooggers
c:ureaseat
IY, October
ce, u,Ctt.
Thursday.
lki"willbe
received

at a great

you al the
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III.

FINAL EXAM TIME
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 10:00-12 : 00
Thursday 10 :00-12:00
Thursday 3:30-5:30
Monday 10:00-12 :00
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
, Wednesday 1 :00-3 :00
Monday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
Thursday 3:30-5:30
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday ' 1:00-3:00
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 3:30-5:30

The program, with the
theme of "MIssouri: Unity in
Diversity" will give participants a chance to do such
things as tap their toes to
old-time flddie music, experience how early settlers
enjoyed tunes and dances,
look at handmade antique
and modern musical instruments, browse through
books and records ' about
Midwestern folk traditions,
learn about German communities and MIssouri River
lore and the heritage of
Missouri wines, see pictures
,of 19th century familles and
communities, learn how the
family photo album can be
Interpreted as a valuable
history
document,
and
review 100 years of a
Missouri railroad town.
The program is partially

SOURCE:OPI
Eight-week courses for
retired persons are being
taught in Vienna, Owensville, Cooper's Hill and st.
. James by the University of
the Third Age, a continuing
education program of the
University of MissourlRolla.
Courses are provided
through the National Council
for the Aging. Texts are
loaned to participants and
the classes are free. Class
size Is limited to 20.
The schedule of courses
and the persons to contact
for information are:

FI NAL EXAM T I ME
Monday 7:30-9:30
Wednesday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 7:30-9:30
Thursday 1:00-3:00
Tuesday 1:00-3:00

:~;:~ i;~O

~:~:~ i~~~~~~bOO

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
TU6sday

Friday 7:30-9:30
Monday 3:30-5:30
,
Friday 1 :00-3:00
Tuesday 7 : 3 0 - 9 : 3 0 ' ,
Wednesday 3:30-5:30
Saturday 7:30-9:30
."

" ...~

..... ...:...... . .......~". .:. ~ ~ ..... i

The meeting will begin at 8
p.m. FrIday, Nov. 14, with a
presentation of traditional
folk songs by Eddie TrIckett,
folklorist and recording
artist. The concert Is free
and open to the public.
Roger Welsch, professor of
English,
University
of
Nebraska, will deliver the
keynote address on "Ethnic
Folklore" at 9 a.m. Saturday. Following his address,
there will be a program of
exhibits,
music,
and
presentations on a wide
variety of topics relating to
traditional
culture
in
Missouri.

The meeting ' will end
Saturday afternoon with a
concert
by
MIssouri
musicians from 3:30 to 5
p.m. Featured performers
will be the Tick Creek Band
and Tom Hicks from the
Rolla
area,
French
musicians from Old MInes,
Mo., and the David Peterson
Family from Northwestern
Arkansas.
Those wishing to attend
the
meeting
should
preregister by Nov. 10 if they
plan to attend the luncheon.
Those not attending the
luncheon may register at the
door.
Registration fee Is $5 for
the meeting and $5.50 for the
luncheon. Checks should be
sent to 'Mrs. Ruth Barton,
Box 1757, Columbia, Mo.
65201.

!...

.........;. ' ..: . ................,;;:.~~......... .... ~. ~,_ ; -~':;:' .__.;,.~ ........ ..........;::-:.. ...... "

each Monday through Nov.
17. Contact Jane Murphy.

through Nov. 19 Contact
Janice Braschler.

Owensville nutrition site,
"Americans and the Land,"
12:30 p.m. each Monday
through Nov. 17. Contact
Anita Weldele.

Each class will last approximately one hour. There
is some outside reading but
no examinations or grades.
Discussion leaders are Dr.
Patricia
Morow,
UMR
,d epartment of humanities,
and
Barbara
Clayton,
continuing education, UMR
College of Arts and Sciences.

Cooper's 'HIll Community
Hall, "The Remembered
Past," 3 p.m. each Monday
through Nov. 17. Contact Len
Burner, Rt. 2, Bland.
St. James, James House,
"The Remembered Past,"
12:30 p.m. each Wednesday

The project Is supported
by a grant from the MIssouri
Committee
for
the
Humanities.

.QUALITY CLEANERS

CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
I EXPERT
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401

VIenna nutrition site, "The
Remembered Past," 10 a.m.
r---------------- ~ OUPON----------------l

FIRST WEEKLY CLASS
MEET ING TI ME
Monday 7:30
Monday 8:05 or' 8:30
t-k>nday 9:30
Monday 10:30
Monday 11:30

8 :05 0r8:30
9:30
10:30
11:05 or 11:30
12:30
1:30 or 2 :05

supported by a grant form
the Missouri Committee for
the Humanities, the statebased arm of the National
Endowment
of
. the
Humanities.

University of third age
to visit older adults

RegUlar Finals

... "..JIA..._......"••,.}!'.......:or.• -..:'...
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UMR to host folklore meeting

Final Exam Schedule

COURSE

The Missouri Miner

Missouri Folklol'8 Society

SOURCE:OPI
She has been on the theory
faculty of the J uillIard
School Preparatory Division
and also has taught at the
New York Institute for the
Blind, Fort Wright College,
Stephens College and the
University of MissourlColumbia.

Thursday, October 30, 1980
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Above national average -

Financing addition willincrease TJ rates
Submlttedby

s. DALE McHENRY
STUCO PrealdeDt

For the last few yean
there has been a lot of
discussion by the administration, faculty, and
students concerning the
housing problem here at
UMR . Earlier this year,
specifications for an addition
on TJ were sent out to
builders. Nine bids and
designs were submitted. The
UM Board of Curators accepted a 12 floor, 185 room
proposal at their July
meeting. It soon became
obvious that financing the
construction of the addition
was going to be dUficult. At
their October meeting, the
Board of Curators took the
first step in the process of
raising money.
The only option left open to
them was to sell bonds to the
public. This poses many
problems.
1) Bonds on dormitories
are considered risky by
investors, especially with
nationwide
enrollment
declines projected.
2) Interest rates are high.
Possible rates range between 8 and 12 percent, with
the high side being the most

probable.
The University of
Missouri hasn't sold honds
3)

since 1m. They must get a
Standard &. Poor's or
Moody's bond rating. This
will determine the Interest
rate.
4 ) To make the bonds more
desirable, the university
must make a legal change
which requires approval of
65 percent of the 1971 bond
buyers. These people will be
hard to locate.
Despite the high costs and
other problems, It Is the only
route stili open to get the
money. The university Is
going to extreme lengths to
save money on this project.
A study revealed that bonds
sold on Wednesday get by
with a smaller Interest rate ;
therefore all of these bonds
will be sold on Wednesday.
Now the bad news.
Someone has to payoff these
bonds. It Is university policy
that the retirement of dormitory bonds will not be pald
for out of the operating
funds. The state will not
touch It. That leaves only the
students.
In
1982,
Beginning
proposed TJ rates will be 10
percent above the national
average at engineering

schools. This will amount to
a sizeable Increase. Comparing this year's flgure:
8(}.81 TJ rates - $1785 per
year
National engr. average $1828 per year
Proposed rate - $2011 per
year ( 12.7 percent Increase)
This proposed Increase
would be spread out over a
few years and does not include the usual inflationary
increases.
The
justification
for
charging above the national
average Is that Thomas
Jefferson Hall Is a better
than average dormitory (air
conditioning,
swimming
pool) and will be even better
when the addition Is complete. The rates at the
Quadrangle and the motels
will not be affected.
The university has been
exploring alternatives for
over a year now. The addition to TJ Is the most cost
effective method to Increase
UMR housing capacity.
However, obtaining money
in these inflationary times Is
difficult and expensive even
for the very best Investment
risks. Regardiess of wbat
you may have heard, the
UMR
administration Is
concerned about the increased cost of attending

UMR holds annual
University Day
SOURCE: OPI

High school and junior
college
students,
their
parents, counselors and
teachers are invited to attend
University
Day,
Saturday, Nov. 8, at the
University of MlssouriRolla.
Guests may check in at the
registration desk between 8
a.m. and noon in the
University Center. Faculty,
sWI and students will be
there from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. to
answer questions on such
subjects
as
courses
available, financial aid,
housing and college life in
general.
Campus tours will leave
from the University Center
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
and each department will
hold an open house during

the same hours. There will
demonstrations and
displays in most departments.
The football Miners plays
Southeast Missouri State
University (Cape Girardeau
Indians) that afternoon at
J ackllng Field.
Guests are welcome to
come look Into the academic
programs offered by UMR in
the
departments
of
chemistry,
computer
SCience,
geology
and
geopbyslcs,
bumanlties,
mathematics,
physics,
social sciences, ceramic
engineering, metallurgical
and nuclear engineering,
mining
engineering,
petroleum
engineering,
geological
engineering,
chemical engineering, civil
engineering,
electrical
be

Ruby's Drumsticks
Scoop of vo nillo ice cream on

0

suga r

con e d ipped In Chocolate sprinkled
w ith m ixed n uls & a ch e rry .

70~
Forum Plaza Shopping Cent.r Ra llo
Mon .·Sat . 9:00·9 :30 Sun . 2:00·9:00

engineering,
engineering
management, engineering
mechanics and mechanical
and aerospace engineering.

college, and the only reason
that they are agreeing to this
proposal is that every
alternative
has
been
exhausted.
Overall, this plan bas my
personal
suppori.
The
university cannot continue to
manage a hand-to-mouth
housing
operation,
negotiating with motels up to
the eleventh hour while the
housing walting llst grows
longer and longer. ThIs in·
stltution Is obligated to offer
suitable housing close to the
campus to every student.
My primary reservation
concerning this proposal
Involved the student with
limited funds who finds TJ
as his only choice of

university housing; a very
real possibility sinCe TJ will
eventually represent over 60
percent of the university
housing capacity. There Is
little doubt that, due to the
large cost dUference, the
cheaper rooms at the Quad
will
disappear
quickly,
leaving many students with
no choice but to seek nonuniversity housing. Solutions
to this problem must be
explored.
If UMR finds Itself pricing
university housing out of the
competitive market, I fear
that In order to protect their
investment UMR may begin
requiring that all freshmen
live In university housing.
This would Indeed be a

-

Thl

severe blow to the Greek
system at this university;
and it Is my hope that sbould
this measure ever become

necessary that the adwill
work
ministration
closely with the fraternities
&. sororities In finding a
sultable alternative to the
rush
system
summer
currentiy in use by most
UMR Greek organizations.
In summary, the TJ addition must be financed by
the sale of bonds, an expensive option that will
necessitate a large increase
in the TJ housing rates.
However unpleasant, this
route Is the only one open at
a time when waltlng Is an
even worse option.

Chance of a Lifetime
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SOURCE:OPI
The two candidates for
Missouri's eighth district
congressional seat squared
off on energy during a
debate at the University of
Missouri-Rolla Conference
on Energy Oct. 16.
Steve
Gardner,
DEllisville,
and Wendell
Bailey, R-Willow Springs,
discussed long-range energy
solutions and how the federal
government should tackle
the energy scarcities.
Both . candidates are opposed to Proposition 11
which will appear on the
Nov. 4 election ballot. Bailey
says, "it is irresponsible of
government and political
people to try to change their
minds now and it certainly
would be wrong for me, after
having served eight years In
the Missouri legislature, to

say
'yes'
when
the
legislature has already
given approval to the
Calloway plant. "
Gardner
opposes
Proposition 11 because it
ignores alternative choices.
"There is no permanent
solution to nuclear wastes
and there is no form of
energy
available
that
doesn't cause problems
elsewhere. It falls to provide
for real solutions and only
one solution is provided for
In the referendum."
Proposition 11 would
prohibit the production of
nuclear power In Missouri
until a permanent waste
disposal site has been approved by the federal
government. It also would
r~uire utilities to post a
bond to decommission a
nuclear power plant after It
closes down.

I~ I SUB Scripts

I

Tomorrow
night
is
On Sunday, November 9th,
Halloween, so start your there will be a movie, THE
night off right by going to see CHOIR BOYS. It will be
THE CREA'l.'URE FROM shown In Centennial Hall at
THE BLACK LAGOON. The 4:00p.m. and 6:30p.m.
movie is presented by the
Indoor Recreation committee of the Student Union
Board and will be shown at
7:30p.m. In Centennial Hall.
This Saturday, November
1st, the Outdoor Recreation
committee will sponsor a
float trip on the Big Piney.
The cost will be $1. 00 per
person and everyone should
provide transportation for
themselves and their canoes.
For more information, call
341-4908 or drop by On The
Loose at T-9 on State Street.
Happy Birthday's begin
This Sunday, November
with a gift that's as ra2m!, the award winning
diant, lively & warm
movie Kramer vs. Kramer
as she is. Tell her you
will be shown In Centennial
care with this 14K
Hall at 4:00 p.m. and 6:30
yellow gold,
p.m. This is your chance to
Opal pendant,
see the movie If you failed to
created espesee It before, or even If you
cially for her.
did see It and want to watch
It once more. So make plani
to be at Centennial Hall at
either 4:00 p.m. or6:3Op.m.
On Saturday, November
8th, the Outdoor Recreation
committee will sponsor a
hike at Paddy Creek In the
Fort Leonard Wood area.
For more information, call
On The Loose at 341-4908 or
stop by during the posted
office hours.
On Friday, November 7th,
the Social Committee will
have
a
Coffeehouse
featuring George RusseII.
OESIGN BY
The performance will be at
JE'NELMONT',
8:00 p.m. In St. Pat's
Ballroom.

SAY ~
WITH
OPALS.

j

Faulkner'S Beverage &
Mini Mart

Rollo
3642142

The candidates talked
about conservation as one
solution to the nation's
energy problems. Bailey
says the feasibillty or
politics of conservation is
important while Gardner
says conservation is a
necessary short-term goal to
deal with the problem.
Bailey stressed solar, coal
gaSification, and biomass
conversion as sources of
energy for the future. "Solar
energy is coming. It Is expensive but the U.S. is slowly
moving toward making it
economically feasible. He

also said the mandated 55
mile-per-hour speed limit
tied to federal highway funds
sould be removed.
Gardner outllned what the
federal government should
and should not do. "The
federal government should
not decide what the best
energy source is 50 years
from now, because what is
available today may not be
available In the future." For
the government to develop
new energy, Gardner says
they cannot concentrate on
one portion but should wipe
out
technological
Im-

364·6762

~

OZARK JIM'S

i

~

Buy. Sell , Trade 3 for 2
~
1
ePaperback books
)
eGood selection of Sci Fi in stock
[
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PhD Mechanical
Engineering
If you are looking for an opportunity to work in
a small research-oriented group, then Geophysical Service Inc. can offer a unique challenge in
the most rewarding area of today's job market.

The Search for Energy
We need one research-oriented Mechanical
Engineer who would like to be involved in the
search for more energy reserves with a company
that has been the world leader in petroleum exploration for fifty years.
All applicants must have a thesis in the Fluid
Mechanics area plus courses in Mechanical and/
or Engineering Acoustics, with an interest in
advancing state-of-th~-art hardware by mathematical modeling of conceptual equipment and
processes, and experimental tests of prototype
hardware to substantiate and revise math
models,- Must also have the ability to communicate effectively with non-technical operations personnel and geophysicists.
To investigate this unique opportunity, send
data sheet to:
Fifty Years
Staffing Manager
of.
I nnovatlon
Geophysical Services inc.
P.O. Box 225621, M.S. 3948
Dallas, TX 75265

715 Pine

GEOPHYSICAL SERVICE INC.

Rollo's Coldest Beer
Gas-Ice--Wines
1808 N. Bi'hop

pediments. He says the useful.
impediments come from
Both candidates favor
both the political and education and information In
economic
ranks.
The dealing
with
energy
government must facilitate solutions and problems.
and promote research and "The federal government
development.
Through can make gaIns by continued
these, the impediments will education such as the use of
Improve
and
change insulation,
but nothing
economics making other should
be
mandated,"
energy forms profitable and Bailey says.
r-·--·---------------~
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SWE encourages .
women in engineering
Editor:
SOURCE:OPI

Aux. Ent.

Day care centerproposed
SOURCE:OPI
If a survey of UMR employees and students shows
there would be enough use of
a University day care center
to support its operation, the
facility will be opened early
in the spring semester,
according to Jess ZInk,
director of auxiliary services.

Zink said that questionnaires are being distributed
this week to UMR employees
and married students. These
should be returned to his
office by Oct. 31.
"The
decision.
on
establishing the center will
be made In mid-November
and will be based on whether
it can be self-supporting,"

Zink said. The target date
for opening is Jan. 15, 1981.
The proposed center would
be located at 608 W. 11th and
would provide services for
children of UMR employees
and students. Services will
be those shown by the survey
to be most needed. These are
expected to Include day care
for infants and toddiers
(ages'6 weeks to 2 years) and
preschoolers (2 to 5 years)
and before and after-school
supervision for school-agers.
Lunches and morning and
afternoon snacks would be
served.
Zink said that the center
would provide not. only child
care but also an early
childhood
educational
development program.

" We are not offering a
baby-sitting service, but a
quality
educational
experience for the prescbool
child. The supervisor will be
required to have a degree In
child development or a
related field, and all personnel will be trained. An
educational curriculum will
be developed and the
program geared to prepare
the child to move on to
kindergarten," he said.
Zink said that UMR is
following regulations for
licenSing day care facilities
from the ' Missouri Department of Social Services and
the center will be licensed by
the state agency.
.
Fees will be determined by,
operational
costs
and
number of children enrolled.

There will be a sliding scale
based on the number of
hours the center is used and
the number of children In a
family.
The center will accommodate 24 children at a
time, with the potential for
serving a total of 40 to 50
children, depending on their
time schedules.
"We have had many
requests for a day care
center, and we feel that
there is a definite need.
However, we won't know
whether that need is being
met satisfactorily elsewhere
until we see the results of the
survey," Zink added.
For
additional
information,
contact
the
Auxiliary Service Office 3414295.

Here's a career tip for high
school women: If you're
good in math and science,
consider engineering.
That's the word from
members of the Society of
Women Engineers (SWE) at
the University of MissouriRolla. The group is sponsoring
a
conferen'Ce,
"Engineering: The Women's
Way," at UMR Nov. 3 and 4.
Lisa Gallagher, St. Louis
senior and president of the
UMR chapter of SWE, says
that the annual conference is
held to Inform high school
women about opportunities
In the engineering field.
•
and
" Although
more
more women are going into
engineering, there are still a
lot of high school women who
would make good engineers
who don't even consider the
field because they don't
know much about it," she
explains. "Engineering has
more job openings and pays
the highest salaries to
stUdents with B.S. degrees,
(an average of more than
$20,000 a year last year) and
is a wide-open field for

voters

women."
The conference gives
participants an overview of
the engineering profession,
with
discussions
on
engineering and Its different
branches, campus tours and
visits
to
engineering
departments. Participants
will also have a chance to
meet and talk with women
professional engineers from
industry as well as uMR
students and faculty.
Counselors and teachers
are also invited to the con~
ference which starts at 4
p.m. Monday, Nov. 3, and
ends at 4: 15 the following
afternoon. The registration
fee is $15 with overnight
accommodations, or $10
without, and includes the
cost of all meals.
Applications,
available
from high school counselors
or from the UMR SWE
chapter, are still being taken
and will be processed in the
order received, Gallagher
says.
For
information,
contact the Society of
Women Engineers, Building
T-23, University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401, or
call 314-341-4212.

literary criticism; 1979 Cynthia
Callahan,
The
UniversIty
of "Poems;" 1980 - Kathryn
Missouri-Rolla humanities Anne Bwihur, "Poems."
department has announced
The prize was established
that entries for the Jack K.
In memory of Jack K. Boyd,
Boyd Memorial Writing associate
professor
of
Prize will be accepted from
English, who was a member
now until March 6, 1981.
of the humanities faculty
The prize of $50 will be from 1957 to 1975 and was
awarded for a piece of acting chairman of the
writing:
fiction,
essay,
department at the time of his
poetry, drama or literary death In 1975. The prize is
criticism. AlI UMR stUdents
funded
by gifts from
are eligible to enter.
students, former students,
Previous winners and faculty and friends of Dr.
their entries have been:
Boyd.
Entries should be sub1977 - Larry Bullock, mitted to any member of the
"Relativity of the Meaning Boyd Prize Committee: Dr.
of 'Good,'" philosophical W. Nicholas Knight, Dr.
essay; 1978 - Charles C. Marilyn Pogue, Dr. Lon
Sorrell,
" The
Moral Pearson, Eugene Warren,
JustiflUCi9d bf..'MEbIDffIf..~ ~ :.tiT; )ll~~Mille~,,1)J::~ .;.:
' Huckleberry
Finn,''' Mary K. Boyd.

Tickets available at the door and Kappa Sig

Oct. 30, 1980

8 p.m .-?

D rawi ng for door p r izes each half hour

Music by Cliff Adk ins and the Mu sic Station

Donation $1.00
Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Re m ove fo r drawing and deposit at door.
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YES - It is not a vote
against nuclear power
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Editor:
Voters of MIssouri! Don't
be duped by expensive advertisements which try to
contuse you on the issue of
Proposition 11. These ad- "vertlsements do not even
mention what Proposition 11
says. We urge you to read
the entire text of Proposition
11 carefully in the paper or
when you go to the polls.
Here Is what It will do:
1) REQUIRE a permanent
storage site for radioactive
waste before a nuclear
power plant can operate and
produce such wastes in
MIssouri.
2)
INSURE that the
ultimate waste cleanup costs
for the plant will be covered
by requiring utilities to post
a decommissioning bond.
All you can see a YES vote
for Proposition 11 Is not a
vote against nuclear power.
All soon as a federallylicensed waste repository Is
In operation and Union
Electrtc bas posted a
decommissioning bond with
!be PSC, the Callaway Plant
can begin operation. The
b1gb.level radioactive waste
that will be produced by the
Callaway Nuclear Power
Plant will contain Isotopes,
Plutonium for instance, that
will remain mGHL Y toxic
for 500,000 YIlBll! We need to

have a place to safely store
this waste before we start
making It.
It is now recognized that
even low levels of exposure
to radioactive waste can
cause cancer, leukemia,
miscarriages, and birth
defects over time. As
parents, we are very concerned about leaving this
kind of waste for our"
children and grandchildren
to deal with.
We have all been taught
that when you cook or do any
project, part of the job Is
cleaning up your mess.
When you generate electricity through nuclear
power, part of the job and
part of the cost Is dealing
with the waste. '!be plant
itseif will be radioactive and
will have to be decommissioned, or taken apart,
and safely disposed of at the
end of Its active life - 30 to
40 years. Proposition 11
simply Insures the public
that safe waste disposal and
decommissioning are Included as part of the job If
electricity Is to be generated
through nuclear power.
Union Electric says that
our rates will go up If
Proposition 11 goes into
effect because the opening of
the plant will be delayed
until a waste resposltory Is

.

established. However, they:
have also said that our rates:
will increase by 30 percent :
when the Callaway Plant :
goes into operation. One way :
or the other, our rates will go :
up. We think It's time that :
the health and safety of:
PEOPLE and of future:
generations becomes more :
important than money.
:
The
volunteers
and:
members of the Citizens for:
a Radioactive Waste Policy:
(CRP) who initiated this :
referendum do not have any :
vested interest in this issue. :
We have only one thing in :
common - that we are :
concerned
about :
radioactive waste. Let's not :
leave a legacy of cancer- :
causing waste for our:
grandchildren to deal with! :
We strongly urge a yes vote :
on Propositon 11.
:
:
Win D. Horner and
:
Paul A. Fotsch
:
:
:
Route 1
:
Columbia, Mo. 65201
;

NO - It will close
the Callaway plant
Editor:
When you pick up your
ballot on November 4, there
will
be the following
paragraph on page 8:
Proposition No. 11
(Proposed by
Initiative Petition)
Prohibits the operation of
electrical power generating
facilities utilizing nuclear
fission, unless: federally
approved sites exist for
permanent storage of spent
fuel and other radioactive
material antiCipated to be
produced during the life of
the facility; and, the owners
or operators have posted a
bond securing the cost of
decommissioning
the
facility. Provides penalty
provisions. Does not apply to
any aspect of a facility under
the exclusive jurisdiction of
a federal agency. The cost to
the state to implement this
proposal would be contingent upon the number of
applications filed and the
scope and depth of the
various · hearings which

Reviewing the proposed
changes of Homecoming
Queen election procedures
as outlined by the "Miner"
staff In last week's edition
leads to some skepticism
concerning lis conclusions.
Members of Thomas Jeffel'8on Hall feel strongly that
the opposite side of the coin
needs to be turned for equal
COIISideration. Hastily Implemented corrections serve
to create as many problems
as they solve.
FIrst, we would like to
comment on the "Miner"
staffs fallure to duely
recognize Diana Markley as
UMR', Homecoming Queen
who represents the entire
campus. True sbe-Is T.J.'s
1IOIDInee, but once crowned
~

~

Secondly, the staff fails to
realize that poSsibly T.J.
had sponsored outstanding
nominees in the past few
years. After all, they did
have to make the final eight,
which can only be accompllshed through an Interviewing process. '!be
judges consisted of a fairly
representative cross-sectlon
of campus organizations. If
there Is an imbalance in this
phase of the election
procedure, It Is definitely not
because of an over abundance of judges on the panel
representing
independent
organizations. The judging
panel Is predOminately
representative of fraternal
organizations.
Next, we would like to
review other reasons why
our candidates were suc-

A very large deficiency
that Is evident in the
proposition Is the third
sentence: "Does'not apply to
any aspect of a facility under
the exclusive jurisdiction of
a federal agency." The
government produces the
vast majority of radioactive
waste in this country. ThIs
proposition would then In
effect condemn private
industry for using nuclear
fission to produce power,
and then turn around and
say that It Is all rigbt for the
government to dump its
I acknowledge the fact nuclear bomb waste all over
U.S.
Talk
about
that . nuclear waste Is a the
growing problem, but then. hypocrisy!
The
meat
of
the
so
are sulfur oxides
produced by coal-fired proposition Is in the first
sentence. The most visible
short term effect if this
proposition passes would be
the closing of the Callaway
nuclear generating facility.
ThIs wouid eliminate about
3,000 jobs, most of them in
central MIssouri, and enSPEAKING
il
danger employees of related
companies.

F~KLY

frank

premises made the final
eight this past homecoming.
This served to unify T.J.'s
voting behind one candidate.
Despite this unity, we can
assure disbelievers that
from our "small based
survey" less than fifty
percent of our organization
voted; for or against Diana.
There Is the typical problem
of resident apathy to deal
with in any university
established housing unit.
Usually other girls within
the living unit make the final
eight representing other
organizations that they are
actively involved in. This
was the case in 1978 when
two candidates from the
building made the final
eight, one of which was our

'(ouR

D4~

~LL~ A!;
)'CXJ~1i IN

CHAQG! Of

FOOD S'ERvt:ES
AT T"J.1.
C:"L./..~•. .

J

Union Electric has Invested over one billion
dollars In the Callaway
facility, which will generate
12% of the state's electricity
when completed. No small
wonder that they are
financing a media blitz
against the proposition ; It Is
sound business policy.
The federal government
has operated temporary
waste storage facilities for
over 30 years with no
mishaps of any consequence.
It Is my firm belief that they
can continue to do this for
another 13 years. '!bere Is
risk involved with any
worthwhile task. We cannot
throwaway an energy
source that will, by most
projections, supply about ¥..
of our · electricity by 1995
simply because we have not
yet come up with a long term
solution to nuclear waste.
Vote NO.ON 11.
S. Dale McHenry

~ COLLEGE .'w1£DV, ~1Ct5 · box4244 ·1Hn.efey.CA.
the~the_~~~~p===~Clp~=~~~p~==.~~p~=~~"pC==~~p~=~a~=~~~p~=~~ltpC==~~p~=~a~==.~~,

repreaentatlve of the UMR
student body. Instead of
\II'OClaIming wbo our queen
Is with pride, the "Miner"
immediately tarnished ber
coronation by discrediting
the election procedure. '!belr
method of presenting this
opinion was a slap In the face
to tile UMR student body.
Wbere Is the feature article

Sun n ywa II FI 0 we rs

The "Miner" fails to realize
that although Independents
comprise the majority of the
student body, only a very
small percentage of the
candldatesinthellstoffinal
eight,
represented
Independent organizations the
past few years. In fathering
support for Diana this year,
T.J. emphasized this point to

For a Really Fun Evening!
Dirty Words-Juicy Words
Backgammon
Heye Puzzles (Imported)

~~":J::":= S''':';':':! .

I•••! ._~_"'

Decommissioning
a
facility entalls cleaning up
and scrapping of equipment
with residual radiation, etc.
ThIs Is usually provided for
by the utility companies
anyway ; the net effect of the
proposition would be to
require the company to put
up the money when the
facility opens Instead of
accumulating the funds at a
latl:!rdate.
The proposition refers to
government licensed permanent waste storage sites.
None are in existence at this
time, however the government Is planning such a
facility to open in 1993. '!be
passage of this proposition
will not move this date up. In
short, no positive Influence
in the field of nuclear waste
disposal will result at all.

generating stations. They
are both sacrifices that must
be made If we are to meet
our energy needs of the
future. Shouid the state of
MIssouri dispense with
nuclear power because a
permanent solution to the
waste problem Is 13 years In
the future? The choice Is
yours.

COllllllents

Homecoming Oueen election
procedures reviewed again
Dear Editor,

would be conducted by the
Public Service Commission.
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U.M.R. G.P.A. Averages down
COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

Despite Indications from
Individual campuses Utat
administrators and faculty
members are successfully
fighting grade Inflation, a
national study of college
grades just released here
contends Utat grade point
averages are not declining at'
a very rapid rate.
. Arvo E. Juola, who conducts an annual survey of
grading trends for Michigan
State University, says Utat
while averages may have
stopped rising, Utey may
start going up again soon.
Juola's report shows Utat
the national grade point
average (GPA) for fall, 197879 was 2.720, compared to

2.719 Ute year before. In 1960, weapon against grade InUtough, Ute national average flation
was
the
adwas 2.28. "The recent fall In mInistratively-mandated
GPA is minute In com- grade distribution. For inparison to Ute 14 years of stance, only a certain perrising GPA," Juola wrote In . centage of .students In any
one class could receive the
his report.
Administrators
and top grade.
The results so far have
faculty members have long
fretted Utat rising grade been mixed. The composite
point averages and the in- GPA at Ute University of
creasingly-frequent
bes- Rochester, for example, fell
towal of academic honors from an astounding 3.0 In
were cheapening Ute value of 1974 to an improved but still
college
educations.
A amazingly-high 2.9 in 1978.
University of Missourinumber
of
academic
organizations began In 1974 Rolla faculty members
Ute first year Juola worked fall, 1979, averages
studied grade levels - to down to 2.62, Ute lowest since
impose stricter grading 1971.
At Ute University of
standards.
A College Press Service Hawaii-Manoa, where A's
report of September, 1979 had been Ute most common
found Utat Ute most common grade given since 1971,
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Say Good-bye to the lazy I hazy days of summer
( Photo by Gieseke)

administrators have forced
decreases In the last three
years. Twenty-nine percent
of last fall's liberal arts
majors got A's nevertheless.
Nationally,
freshmen's
grades
lower.
A
January, 1980 UCLA study
discovered that nearly a
third of last year's freshmen
had GPAs at 3.0 or under.
That's a minor Increase
from 1978.

are

Yet grade Inflation has
remained stubbornly on the
rise on some campuses. The
University of Arizona, which
somehow resisted earlier
inflationary
pressures,
records a student GPA rising
to 2.32 last year, up from 2.19
In 1974.
The inability of some institutions to roll back GPAs .
has turned Michigan State's
Juola into a pessimist. He
believes GPAs natlonally
may start back up again
soon
because
faculty
members,
under
unprecedented pressures to
capture or hold ~to the
declining number of tenured
positions, may tend to grade
more easily to hold onto
students.

Voter apathy is a threat

"I woke
some PalI

Frank W
here at

I Missouri·F

mighthav
had done
maybe ~
strenuous
"Afew (
out of bed
My knees
just did D
didn't kr
happening

I

confused
scared,"

He was !
hospital
days aft

i

problem v
By DON READER
Today is Thursday, October 30, 1980. Five days
from now, millions of
Ute
Americans
around
country wlll be doing
someUting Americans have
been doing for over two
hundred years, casting their
votes, exercising Utelr rights
as citizens, and Utereby
protecting (hopefully) their
liberties. Today, however,
Utere ts a serious threat to
our freedom, which has
never been In so much
danger as it is today.
This threat comes from
Ute most dangerous and
insidious sources. No, it's not
Ute Soviet Union or any of its
International puppets. It's
not even "Red" China or Ute
economically
inscrutable
Japanese. Nor is it OPEC,
Ute PLO, or AFL-CIO. It's
not AT&T, IT&T, CIA, FBI,
GM, IBM, ICMB, AM, or
FM. This Utreat does not
come from commuolsts,
fascists ,
socialists,
or
egotiSts, alUtough all of the
preceding could certainly
benefit. No, this threat
comes from two of the most
powerful allies ever to influence the fate o'f mankind,
apathy and ignorance. What
makes these two so powerful
is that they come not from
outside influences, but from
within ourselves.
Talking to people as the
election comes cioser, I have
found that many, particularly YOWlS people, do

not plan to vote. When I
asked
why,
responses
varied. "Oh, I don't have
time. " or "One vote doesn't
mean anything." or "I don't
like politics."; "Politicians
are all the same."; "I don't
know anything about the
issues or the candidates."
~ere is even unabashed
rationalization ; "There are
many more people who know
more about Ute issues so
Utey should be the ones to
vote. They wlll make the
best decisions:" But, Is what
is right for "Utem" really
right for you? As for the
other excuses, they are just
that, excuses, not really
valid reasons for not voting.
Some people view non-voting
as a protest, but with
relatively low electoral turnout in this almost uolversally
enfranchised nation, Utese
conscientious (?) non-voters
are lost among the apathetic
non-voters.
My initial reaction to this
discovery of large-scale
apathy and ignorance was
something like, "Well, fine.
If less people vote, my vote
will count for more." But
that's just not the way things
are supposed to work in ' a
democracy. It is a sword
which cuts two ways. Who is
to say that my ideas are
necessarily the right ones,
although I think so, or that
others might not agree and
vote with me if they but
arose from their ignorance.?
Apathy and ignorance
fonn a vicious circle which

the "Gui

feeds on itself. The less one
knows, the more apt one is to
be apaUtetic. The more
apathetic one is then, the
less one is apt to try to find
out about Ute world around
yourself, outside your own
little sphere of private
concerns.
Unfortunately,
reality strikes, sometimes
viciously. The representative you didn't vote for, or
against, casts a decisive vote
in congress cutting off funds
for a. program you depend
on, for whatever reason,
calling it a waste of money.
Or on the other hand, your
employer's business is so
hurt by rising inflation,
caused
by
runaway
government spending, that
he is forced to eliminate
many jobs, including yours.
The new, or old, President
you didn't vote for makes a
serious error in foreign
policy, bringing the country
to the brink of nuclear war,
or commits a' simple mistake
in economic policy which
m ight be a contributing
factor to an eventual new
Great .Depression. How
about that state referendum
you didn't vote on? The
oppOSition won, through
their lies and propaganda
andyour ignorance.
I hope by now you can see
the importance of that one,
little, vote. Why do you think
candidates and causes are
trying so hard and spending
so much money to influence
it?
9
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.. . and say hello to the leaf/ess, cold days of winter .
(Photo by Cook)
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(continued from page 7)
own. Consequently, neither
of them won. This demonstrates that our voting is
influenced by personalities
as well as organizational
ties.
The proposed solution
presented by the "Miner"
staff also contains faults.
Judging is designed to
present the most qualified
candidates to the student
body. Judging should not be
used to make the final
decision for the student
body.
This
reversed
procedure
could
limit
competition even further
because
the
largest
organizations may always
have their representatives in
the final eigltt. Therefore,
the outcome is even more
predictable. Besides, of what
validity is a Homecoming
Queen if not selected by the
student body through a
popular vote?
With all due respects to the
"Miner" staff, we feel their
proposed solution Is no
better than the present
election procedure. In fact it
is worse. So what other
alternatives do we have? A
procedure consisting totally
of judging that eliminates

Flag-pole sitting, Rolla style.

Frank Wemer beats French Polio
By DAVE WILLIAMS
"I woke one morning with
some pain in my legs." said
Frank Werner, a student
here at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. "I thought it
might have been something I
had done the day before maybe because of some
strenuous walking.
"A few days later I got up
out of bed ... and collapsed.
My knees buckled; my legs
just did not support me. I
didn't know what was
happening to me - I was
confused and a little
scared."
He was sent to a St. Louis
hospital for testing. Two
days after entering, the
problem was diagnosed as
the "Guilliam-Bare Syn.drome," sometimes referred
to as Fre"bch Polio.

The Syndrome is a nerve
disorder in which a person's
nerve endings are not
giving response to his
muscles. It causes a
paralysis which works its
way up through the body.
The fatality rate for the
virus is 25 percent, and even
higher if it reaches the
victim's lungs. There is no
known cause for it, and no
known cure.
"I was in the hospital for a
month," Frank recalled,
"and I felt helpless. 1 went to
therapy sessions each day,
but the doctors couldn't
really help me. They could

Uar

ter ..
I.afyear,

semester -

"1 was confused ••• "

just observe.
"I could barely move. 1
had to have people help me
do everything that required
arm movement, which was
very frustrating. Sitting up
was a major undertaking. 1
had to wear my hightops
(tennis shoes) in bed to
prevent 'dropfoot.' I would
get upset about once a week.
You know, the usual stuff
like 'Why me?' 1 had
tremendous support from
my friends and family,
though. Without it, I would
have found it hard to .keep
going."
The month in the hospital
provided
Frank
with
countless hours in which to
fill.
"I would do a few exercises in therapy," he sald,
grinning, "and I'd fall asleep
down in the therapy room.
The nurse kept coming in
and waking me up, and I'd
do a few more exercises and
fall asleep again. It was like
learning all of the basics
over again, and it really
wore me out.
"The high point of my day
was taking a whirlpool 'bath'
which describes my high
level of entertainment. 1 had
a lot of time to think, though.
I feel like I've learned so

much. Those little things
that I used to take for
granted are not so little
anymore. 1 saw persons in
the hospital who were much
worse off than I ... it made
me realize how fortunate I
really was; I realized that I
couldn't just sit in there and
feel sorry for myself."
It was this type of positive
attitude that helped contribute to Frank's release
from the hospital. He was
confined to a wheelchair at
first, so his father built a
ramp for easy entry into his
room at home in the
basement. He went to work,
amazingly, for McCarthy
Brothers, as an "estimator,"
and his mother served as a
chauffeur for his ride to and
from work. His life turned
into a series of "mini-goals,"
taking one step at a time
towards rehabilitation. He
was told that he would
probably be able to . waik
again, but he never really
doubted that.
After 2'h months in the
wheelchair,
Frank
graduated
to
forearm
crutches, as he slowly
worked the virus out of his
body.
"I found out a few things
about drinkigg,~~~ranlt said.

"My friends would take me
to a bar, and, since I couldn't
drink, I was able to observe
them sober, when they had
drank a few beers. I didn't
realize how crazy they could
get," he laughed. "It was
surprising. "
"I don't think I'll change
my bar habits in the future,
though," he was qulck to
add.
Frank
is
currently
finishing his last semester of
undergraduate work in
Engineering Management
here at UMR. He is now able
to walk with no aid at all, a
long shot away from his
early days in the wheelchair.
He lifts weigQts and swims
daily, in an attbmpt to regain
full body strength. He
estimates that it will take
another 4-6 months before
this is accomplished.
"I was afraid to waik at
first," said Frank. "I felt
like a new-born baby, taking
that first step. I was afraid
that my knees were going to
buckle at any time.

One Time Only
One Punch Per Voter
Punch Out A Judge

Punch101 on November ~
4th -and Vote for

Wayne Light

is the most accepted.
most popular
life insurance program
on campuses all over
America.
• .

Democrat,
Western _District Judge

.-

Find out why. : .
J64.

Sl68

..

FidCli!).'
Uniontifc

fli,. >i T ; "

Editor's note: 1be Intention
of the staff editorial was not
to tarnish Ms. Markley's
reign
as
Homecoming
Queen. We were merely
questioning the process, not
the queen herself.

"I've conquered that now.
It's still tiring at times, but I
will build my endurance.
And when I can run again, I
don't think I'm ever going to
stop ... "

after semester,

the college plan from
Fidelity Union Life

the student's voice in the
election process. This has
previously been criticized on
this campus extensively.
How about a free-for-all or
possibly a pot-luck drawing?
The "Miner" suggests that
T.J. will choose our next
Homecoming Queen because
it is the largest organization.
Actually the Quad is
presently
the
largest
,organization on campus with
a membership of 608
students vs T.J.'s 526
members. In view of this
accusation, we propose that
the best solution may be to
have all interested UMR
coeds apply for residency. in
T.J. or the Quad. ObViously,
these solutions are unacceptable. What is the best
procedure? We challenge the
student body to provide a
better election procedure
sultable to everyone, Including the "Miner" staff.
Members of TJHA
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Don't Forget to Vote.

..

live Music Thurs " Fri. , Sat ,

THE ATTIC LOUNGE

it's a· privilege

Appearing this week: DARK STAR
10th & Pine Rolla 364·1058

THIS IS -)

GOULD

An Electrical/Electronics Company
As one of Amer ica's largest and most innovative corporations.
Gould presents a wor ld of career opportunity for engineers and
science graduates . Few compani es can rival our diversity and
company-wide commitment to creative innovations . To give you a
p icture of th e broad spectrum of Gou ld careers , we present a view of
our major business groups and a chart showing opportunit ies
throughout our corporation .

THIS IS
OPPORTUNITY
ELECTRONICS

Bingo for A.R.C.
Zeta Tau Alpha is sponsoring " Bingo for A.R.C."
(Association for Retarded
Children). This charitable
event will occur on Wednesday, November 5th, from
7;00 p.m. to 10;00 p.m. at the
V.F .W. Club on Edgar Star
Route.
Admission is a donation of
$1.00 (which includes one
card). Each additional card

will be another $.50 donation.
Prizes, contributed by area
businesses, will be available
for those who are the lucky
winners. Refreshments will
be available for those who
thirst and hunger.
Come out and support the
effort to help the retarded
children of this world. Your
gift will be greatly appreciated.

Well, it's been two weeks
without this column in the
Miner, but I hope all of you
have survived. Let's see on
Friday, Sept. 17 the BoardIFC football game took place
and left the St. Pat's Board
victorious for the 5th year
straight. The St. Pat's Board

The winning slogan for the
1981 bumper stickers is
"Wasted Daze and Wasted
Knights at St. Pat's 1981 in
Rolla, Mo. " Your can pick
up this year's supply of
green in The New Student
Union starting Monday,
Nov. 3rd. That's right, you
'.l:7 - IFe -14,-Tbe-St. -Pat 's-- can be the first one to wear
Board would like to thank the official 1981 green on
everybody who attended the campus this Monday. As a
'game and supported their matter of fact, it is spruce up
favorite
organization. time, and we have the green
Furthermore, a sincere stuff. Support St. Pat's 1981,
thanks goes to Fred Voss and and help make it the best
Bill Ransdale who did an ever!
excellent job of reffing.

Graffiti for pay
On Tuesday evening,
November 4, Bruno's and
P abst Blue Ribbon Beer will
hold their second annual
Graffiti Contest. The contest
will take place at Bruno's
beginning at 9:00 p.m. and
ending at 11 ;30 p.m. The
winners will be announced at
midnight.
To enter , one must draw a
picture, or cartoon, or think
of a slogan or rhyme which
incorporates the names Bruno's, and Pabst (or
Pabst Blue Ribbon.) The

contest will have categories
for both drawings, and
slogans , All entries must be
submitted on the posters that
will be provided, and must
be drawn at Bruno's that
night.
There will be three judges
representing the IFC, Theta
Tau Omega, and the ' St.
Pat's Board. First prize in
both categories will be
dinner for two at Bruno's,
with second prize being
lunch for two at Bruno's, A
detailed list of contest rules
will be available at Bruno's,

We are building on our strong
market share to boldly position
ourselves as product innovators in
electronics .. . our fastest growing
field . We're already at the forefront
of industry leadership in such
areas as programmable controllers , logic analyzers and ultrathin electrol ytiC copper foil . We are strongly committed to R&D in
instrumentation, printed circu it materials and improved products. Gould
is also recognized as a leader in such national defense areas as antisubmarine warfare sensors and weapons, trainers and flight simulators.

THIS IS OPPORTUNITY
ELECTRICAL
Throughout our Elect rical
Group the focus i s on
product development to
meet th e demands of th e
increasing dependence on
electri c ity in the world
econom y. Techn ical innovatio ns and leadership are
again the keys. You find
innovation at work in our
energy saving E-plus'"lineof
electri cal motors that are
20% more efficient than conventional motors ... in circuit breakers
and combination motor starters that are bringing new life to an old
indust ry. We are making investments 110w ... in both capital and
career opportunities .. .to create and improve products for the
electrical power d istribution chann el.

THIS IS
OPPORTUNITY
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Our commitment to R&D is
lasting and deep . Gould
researchers develop new
products at each of the 27 division
development centers and at four
corporate R&D laboratories. The
emphasis of the research is on
integrating technological breakthroughs into new and improved
product and process applications. Examples of this work now in
progress include the nickel-zinc battery for the all electric car, and a
rubber recycling process developed by Gould that is now being
commercialized. Both are ground breaking projects; both are beyond
the scope of most companies. Yet they are typical of the ambitious work
that the Gould R&D Group undertakes.

-) GOULD IS
OPPORTUNITY
Now that you've had a look at octr major operating groups, take a
look at the chart below to see the many career opportuhities that
each group offers. Throughout the groups you 'll find our
Development Program that helps you find and develop the career
that best suits your talents and interests .

ce
but I

THIS IS OPPORTUNITY
BATTERY
Beh ind the big success
stories of our Battery
Group is .a continuing
record of creat ivity.
The breakthroughs
have been revolutionary . Gould introduced
the first completely
sealed maintenance
free battery .. now a
co rn e rst o ne of the
aut o mot iv e market.
Gould developed the
zinc- air battery - now
finding many uses in
mi n iaturized circuitry . And Qur developmental batteries for
electrical veh icles are bring ing fhe ex perimental vehic le c loser to
rea lity .

THIS IS
OPPORTUNITY
INDUSTRIAL
The strength of t his group lies in its
techni cal leadership in t he auto mo t ive
and fluid power markets. Last year
alone, we pioneered products that
included new valve and bearing lines.
Our prominenc e in meta ll u r gica l
techn ology and sophisticated metal manufacturing technology has led
to many products and process breakthroughs. I n fl uid power we led the
industry in pneumatic and hydrau liC actuators, valves and re lated
systems, This group has launched a major faci lity expansion program to
meet th e exciting challenges of the 'BO's.

MEET GOULD
On campus intervi ews will be hel d on Nov. 6th.
Arrange your interviews by contacting your placement office. If
you c annot meet with us on campus send us a letter and/ or
resume outlining your ac ademic background and your career
interest s to: M anager, Techn ical Development Program , Dept.
1296-0 , Gould Inc., 10 G o uld C enter, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 .
An Equa l Oppo rt u ni ty Employer M/ F/ H .
~

-} ·GOULD
An Electrica l/Electronics Company

c, _
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Pa ell

Classifieds Jo e is co mi c hit at Pa rke r Ha ll

Guys of U. Center South : Next time "refreshm ents" are served,
make mine a double .. . lemonade I I like to know what I'm doing when
I'm In the straw I Your very own neighborh ood pest.
WUIlng to trade or sell blue Grand PrIx for prime beaching area.
Call Whaaayhe soon.
'

ED - I bum a lot of gas for you, but that's okay next time drop ME
off and I'D do the job she can't get from you, Bob.
MK: Thanks for the wonderful dinner last Wednesda y. My tum next
week?

ByALOAKES
Joe was going through his
mail which consisted of
rejection
letters
from
various companies with
whom he was trying to get a
co-op job when he came upon
a letter from his mom. It,
too, was a rejection letter.
Joo's mom had received a
copy of his mid-semester
qrAtt~

CW: Do you remember when ... weD, I guess not.

~"11

iller 11 emltl

!i'hP

was ,;lShamed . In the letter
she told Joe that she had to
lie about him at the annual
Bridge Club party and when
the pastor asked her how her
son was doing, she said he
wasn't doing as good as he
could but In some classes he
was doing just as good as the
next guy. But she didn't tell
him that Joe was cheating
his ass off.

Tau Kappa EpsIlon wIU be having a party this Friday, Oct. 31.
Proceeds wIU be going to Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Your
favorite beverage wIU be served.
Ceo - Are beaters anything like born pops?

lTV

Stereo Sale - Woofers, midways and tweeters In exceUent condition.

ENT

The boys and man of 420 Inc. wtsh to invite all to their first annual
SMOKER. KnItted' door prizes presented to the first five female
guests.

l AND

I know you like outs, but bonest you didn't have to steal the two of
them. You could have asked.
W. - The best way to catch an old dog is with new tricks.
in

Hey everybody - I really did study.

~Us":

nda

being

L.M.C. - Wouldn't you like to know? I But I'D never teU!
R.B. - 1 did not say peanut butter and mustard!!
To the men of 420 - Thanks for the popcorn. The crop should be
exceUent this year. We bear beer makes a great fertl1lzer.
Thanks to all who party with us. Sorry the apartmen t's so small.
Next year we'D try to have a house.
If you can' t remember two kisses, just think what could have
happened In three hours I (wink, wink)'

take a

'esthat
~!career

"
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Fashion Boutiques

Ceil - The police really aren't Interested in your fine washables
,
but maybe your landlord is.

d our

1 know you don't mean to flirt, It just comes naturally. Right?
MIner Staff: Thanks for printing our ads, you brighten our Thursdays!
HAPPy HALLOWEEN!! I

Promo ting school spirit at the Miners '
Homec oming Game, freshm an Ann Dwyer leads
cheers trom atop the pyrami d.
(Photo by Bee)

Happy Birthday Robert and Ken.
P . - Great job cleaning up, you're hired for our next party.
Thanks! I
Bob - I'm really sorry 1 don't remembe r talking to you at Sig Ep,
but I do remember Kappa Sig! Why did ~ou disappear ?

C. - Bend-over waist exercIses should not be done in mixed company.

Pro sec utin g
Att orn ey

ABS - Wipe the grin off your face, it's been a week.
P . - It was a nice effort to finish off the keg. Wish we could have
stuck around to help.

' Rollo High . Closs of 1972
' UMR . Closs of 1975 . B . S.-E~onomics
' UMC . Closs of 1978. Juris Doctor
' Phelps County Prosecu ting Attorney . 1979 to Present

L. - We know you just wanted to see his roommate 's underwear
and didn't even care about the beer.
C. - Your file degree is not all It's cracked up to be. Three
homework problems and only two in the file .

I would apprecia te your support on Tuesday . Novemb
er 4 . Punch Line 109 .
Ronald D. White
Class of 1975

1 know you have fun with brownies, but don' t you think a girl scout
would be closer to your age?

career
Dept

6~8

I-

Wh ite

Fluids Lab Friday in 209 from noon to whenever. BE THERE! !

and/or

BE IN DEPEN DENT!
Own a Western Wear Store and ca pital ize on the hottest fashion
trend for men and women. Now you ca n have your own extremely
profi table business featu ring western shirts. hats. belts. and
buck les. jeans. boots. etc. by more than 150 fa mous names such
as ... Levi·s. Wra ngler. Lee. Ca lvin Klei n. Acme. Di ngo. H-Bar-C
and Rock mou nt Ranchwear. In ventory. Fixtures. Supplies. Training pl us an exci ting Grand Open ing can be yours for only $19.500.
Complete. For full details ca ll Mr. Courtney. 9041733-6959 COL·
LECT.

Ronald D.

P. -I'm really sorry I couldn't make it, but I got kidnapped.

jllice If

Even with his cheating, first he would have to go out
Joe's grades were still not up and buy some books. He
to par. He still had to stand checked his mid's to make
In the line marked "idiots"
sure of wbat classes he was
to pick up Qis mid's. The cute taking.
secretary
behind
the
counter; you know the one
.Just as he was getting
that always winks at you and . ready to leave he got a phone
then when you ask her out · call from his advisor. "Joe.
says she has to tile papers, I've just received a copy of
knew Joe pretty well now your mid-term report, it's
and had his drop slip ready atrocious to say the least, I
for him. Joe told her he think you should come to my
wasn't going to drop office to see if we can't
anything because he wanted correct the problem this
to try and bring it up. Silence afternoon," said his advisor.
fell over the crowd at the Joe said he thought he had
registrar 's office and then the problem licked and
chaotic laughter. Joe exited would like the appointment
out the side door with his moved to next week if
head between his legs.
possible. This was alright
Joe was feel1ng kind of bad with his advisor, who was In
but he knew he could do it i.f shock because Joe had not
he put his mind to It. He was asked to drop anything .
determined to sit at his desk
So Joe went out and bought
and force himself to study. all the necessary books and
Just then he had a brilliant paper to study with. Sitting
idea. Why not move a 'h keg down to study Joe put
on his
up to his room? This would ear muffs, pulled up his
keg
remove Joe's number one and opened his book.
distraction : the bar. Now the Joe, it's 94¢ night at"Hey,
the
bar would be at his desk and Uptown,
wanna
go?"
he would never have to leave someone yelled from the
it.
hall. "AlrIght, " Joe sald,
and slammed his book on the
So that afternoon, Joe shelf, put his jacket
on and
installed the keg In his room went to the movies.
and was going to get down to
I mean, the !;leer will keep
some serious studying. But till tomorrow night,
won't It?

RE-ELECT

I

Ronald D.

Wh ite
Dem ocra t

PRO SEC UTI NG ATT OR NEY
-
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PaId for by CommIttee to Re Elect Ron White Dr lance
W,lhams ChOlrman
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Bill joins the Miner. How about you?
Anyway, Bill decided to
skip his 9:30 at 10:30 and
hoped he could make his
12:30 at 11:30.
So Bill hustled up· and
headed down for breakfast
where he was met by some of
his friends whom he owed
money. He was able to pay a
few of his one dollar and
three dollar debts, but he
knew he was going to have to
get money from somewhere.
He would probably have to
sell his '66 Rambler which he
thought was a classic but
was really a P.O.S.

By AL OAKES
"Now let's see, how did
that work? Did we gain an
hour of sunshine or· lose an
hour of darkness? Should the
clock be set up or back an
hour? Was it Spring forward
and Fall back or Fall foward
and Spring back?" Bill
thought to himself as he lay
in bed Monday morning. His
clock showed 8:30 but was it
9:30 or 10:30, or had Walter
already re-set the time? Bill
looked out at the clock in the
hall, it showed 9:45. Bill
realized his clock had
stopped. But had the hall
clock been changed yet?

needed it right away. He
thought about typing for
money or working in a fast
food restaurant but that
would take up too much
time. What Bill needed was
something he could do which
took little time and no talent,
yet still made money.
"That's it," he thought to
himself. "I'll be a journalist

for the Miner. "
So after breakfast Bill
headed up to the "Missouri
Miner" office at T-1. He put
in an application to write
" Bob Koenig" every week.
After all, somebody has to
worry about journalism
quality, why not Bill?
With that in mind Bill went
to his 12: 30 even though his

watch was set for 11:30. His that room at 12: 30, but it
12: 30 was Cultural An- wasn't there either. It was
thropology. However, as it then that he realized that
turned out, the 9:30 he Monday was a free day and
wanted to punt at 10: 30 no classes met.
turned out to be the 11: 30 he
So Bill walked by the
missed at 12 :30 and the 10:30 Phelps County Bank sign to
Cultural Anthropology class find out what time it was and
he wanted to attend was not then headed back to the quad
there because the 11: 30 Mine to write his first "Bob
Fashions 301 class met in Koenig" article.
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No, what Bill really
needed was a job, and he
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The year's finesl fantasy tales-compiled by
the Grand Masler of Fantasy.
This year's volume contains great stories by
John Brunner, Roger Zelazny, Fritz Leiber.
Tanith Lee, Orson ScOIl Ca rd. and many
others. It's a feast for the imagination'

$1 95

~!~
1328 Forum Drive Rolla, Mo.
(314) 364-5432

When it comes to campaign charisma, nobody draws crowds like
"The Bull: ' Schlitz Malt Liquor is a
proven vote-getter at campus parties throughout the cou ntry. It's
got the big, bold taste that politicos
of all persuasions can rally around
... the taste that's made "The Bull "
America 's Number One choice in
malt liquor.
Remember, there may be other candidates with great taste , but Schlitz
Malt Liquor is the only one that
tastes great l

1980 J05 SC HLIT Z BREWING COMPANY MILWAUKEE WIS ANO OTHER GREAT CITIES
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But it's not going to be easy.

Yes,Virginia, there is a better way.
First each organization
selects a candidate perhaps
a month or two In advance.
Then five finalIsts are
chosen through Interviews.
Also a panel of individuals Is
drawn up from organizations
not represented by finalists,
to oversee the competition

By BOB KOENIG
The staff ran a commentary last week on the
way
In
which
our
Homecoming Queen was
chosen. The biggest complaint appeared to concem
an unfair number of backers .
for candidates from large
organizations. ThIs quandary set me thinking that
there might be another quick
column In It so bere It goes.
First I asked around for
new Ideas. Personally, I was
very surprised by the quality
of the replies.
One fellow said we should
have a fight to the death
between six finalIsts or introduce the Idea of individual champions. One
representative from each
organization could fight to
the death with other candidates'
representatives.
One
organization,
one
candidate and one champion, seems to handle the
unfair number question. ,

(thereby
solving
the
problem of non-represented
student Involvement). Then
beginning perhaps a week
before Homecoming each
group with a candidate
would have a chance to pull a
campus-wide practical joke
In honor of their queen. Then
the best joke could be
selected by the nonparticipating students and
the Queen declared. Think of

How will the future Homecoming Queens be

My favorite suggestion chosen? Bob Koenig offers some suggestions.
was mud wrestling. I could
( Photo by Gieseke)
just see twenty-five or thirty
Seniority seems to me a dIsquaItiled for vomiting).
semI-dad females fighting It
out In a giant mud pit for the perfect method. Pick the five Training for the 440 fend-off
chance to be our queen. or six girls that blive been Could be a lot of fun (In the
TbInk of the excitement, seniors the longest and then 440 a candidate would camp
overnight on the Current
think of the grandeur, think vote.
of the ticket revenues and
think -of the Real People
cameras. ThIs could be I could just see twenty-five or thirty semi-clad
bigger than AIfrled E. females fighting it out in a giant mud pit for the
Packer day. What thIs
University needs Is a chance to be our queen.
nationally recognized Weird
Contest even (gadzooks, not
even half done and an Idea
River with 40 of Rolla's
So the candidates are all
for another column).
Kappa Deltas, at least we finest males, four kegs of
can be sure they know the beer, and only thirty-nine
Another qUIte practical ropes.
sleeping bags).
Idea was to take the number
Seriously folks,
do
of people living In the
Another good Idea would believe I've hit upon a
smallest unit represented be a decathlon of sorts. tremendous solution. One
(say forty) and divide all the Events could Include such full of fun, excitement,
other units Into groups that tests as beer drinking and competition, and ~I
small. Then let each unit Board Rep. kIssing (In either spirit that could easily win
name a number of Rolla event contestants would ~ UMR national attention.
coeds, equivalent to It's· base
dividend value, that It did
not want to see as queen. In
that way the girls that any
group didn't like would be
eliminated. Some would say
"we'll end up with a noneffective queen that nobody
didn't like rather than a
queen that was respected by
some and disliked by
others."
Personally,
however, I see nothing
1019 Kingshighway Rolla 34 1-3622
wrong with a selection
procedure based on national
politics.

J
F

the suspense of waltlng for
the jokes. The planning and
thrill of execution. ObseJ'Vers from the commission would oversee the
jokes and candidates would
be disqualified If the jokes
harmed people or permanently ruined property.
In fact, the most popular
jokes would probably be
at
common
aimed
" enemies" :
unpopular
or
adprofessors
ministrators, etc.
Large organizations would
have an advantage
m grand scale jokes (say
piling thirty tons of collected
autumn leaves dumped
between the library and
Student Union for students to
roll in and B&G to collect).
~rtainly

but In · the long run braIns
and originality would win
out.
. It's a real shame we don't
have a fountain, there Is
something about a forty-five
ton slab of green jello that
warms my demented little
soul.
Or say if all six-thousand
plus students transferred to
economics for a semester
(computer buffs beware).
Or maybe a life-size copy
of
Mount
Rushmore
featuring Jeff Stink and the
boys formed out of cow
excrement (what else?)
Or .. . talk about school
spirit, talk about fun, talk
about student Involvement,
how can we lose??

lET'S PUT THE
"SQUEEZE"·

ON BIG GOVERNMENT! .

Z'

WANTED:
Cla~s Rings
Wedding
Bands

r

Ozark Silver

209 TAVERN
( i illll v Da vi.... ow ner

209 Lah every Friday afternoon!
Corne in and make an "A"

GlrriIl1er
Democrat for Congress 8th District

Come in and have a hurger alld an ice cold heer

209 W . 8th

F

341 2 100

Paid tor bV Phelps CounTy Oemocratlc Committee
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Indian students celebrate
The small commimlty
from Indian sub continent in
Rolla are presenting a
colorful program of Indian
dances and drama on the 8th
of November 1980 in Centennial Hall of University
CenterEastat6:00p.m. This
coincides with the festival of
lights which Is celebrated in
INDIA traditionally in a big
way every year to mark the
victory of Lord Rama over
the Demon King Ravana. It
also symbolizes the victory
~ood"

Participants in the not-so-record-breaking squatoff get down.

(Photo by Gieseke)

Professors wanted
various fields.
Being Short-handed in
their many areas, stems
from the fact that, because
of the extreme cost of
moving a family today,
among other factors, they
(professors) just simply
can't afford to relocate
without the prospect of a

"One year, . everyone will
get a nice raise here, but so
will the professors at other
universities, too, and then,
when the other universities
again get a ralse, our's will
either be smaller or nonexistant, so we fall behind,
and that's where the trouble
is." Dr. Senne indicated that
he had no idea how long his
department would remain in
this state, but hopefully, that
some remedy would soon be
sought.
For now, though, the CE
department will just have to
make best with who they
have.

Over the past several
years, the Civil Engineering
department,
the
third
largest on campus, has lost
two professors due to saiary
or saiary-related problems.
Dr. J. H. Senne, who has
been chairman of the CE
department for the past ten
years, indicated that the large increase in saiary.
now,
the
Civil
saiary
level
for
the Right
University of Missouri-Rolla Department Is operating
Is in the lower balf of the with oniy one professor
income
bracket
among teaching transportation, one
midwestern universities. On assistant graduate teaching
the average, a full-time structure courses, and no
speciallzing
in
professor at the University one
of lllinols, made $35,000 last materials.
year with his assistant - - - - - - - - - - . COUPON - - - - - - - - - ,
making $20,500, while at the
same time, a full-time
professor at UMR made
$30,000 with his assistant
making $19,000.
"It has hurt," says Dr.
Senne
of
the
saiary
predicament in his department. "Right now, we're
competing with indusiry, for
our people, and indusiry Is
simply paying much more
than we can offer. The
'market value' of a teacber
with cole slaw, roll, fries or
depends upon his rank, and,
()
onion rings.
as of late, we just baven't
o
C
been able to find anyone of
."
high market value."
0
o
z
Out
of
the
twenty u
universities upon which
I
UMR Is ranked, they match
I
up thirteenth against such
as
Michigan,
schools
For
Michigan State, Iowa State,
Kansas State, University of
Illinois, University of CinReg. 1.99
cinnati, Ohio Northern,
University of WisconsinExpires October 30, 1980
Madison, and the University
of Wlsconsln-MUwaukee.
Sun. thru Thurs. 6-11
Dr. Senne also made no
Fri. & Sat. 6- 12
bones about the fact that
they will have problems
trying to hire the people they
so de$P.&jlJeJr
in ~ir ___ ...... ___ ..___ _ NOdOOv! -- ~ ....... - - - - ...

4.~~"!~

2 Piece
Chicken Dinner

5

!5

79

n.

over "evil" .

The program is being
organized
by
India
Association at the University
of Missouri-Rolla, who serve
the culture needs of the
students from the Indian
sub-continent and in a
broader sense the community from Indian subcontinent in Rolla. The
Association helps the new
incoming students settle
down to the new lifestyle in
the U.S. and the attempt to
fulfill the cultural void
created by separation from
the homeland by screening
movies
from
India,
Indian
celebration
of
festivals, and cultural get
togethers.
The program of Nov. 8,
1980, which is open to public
and students is free of

charge, includes Ganesb
Vandana, a candle dance to
offer prayer to Lord Ganesb,
and Kathak, a classical
dance from north India, in
which fast footwork and
spins are the main components, and will be performed
by
Arundhati
Khanwaikar. Other dances
include, Tagore dance and
Bongali folk dance by
Suchltra
Bhattacharya,
Hindi film dance by Adarsh
Sudheer, and a Folk dance
accompanied by manjeeras
(bells held In bands) by
Monica Batra and Neel
Bhattacharya.
A special attraction of the
program
Is a Bbarat
Natyam
performance,
beautiful classical dance
originating in the temples of
south India by guest artist

Leena Singh of St. Louis.
Leena, an American native,
has learned Indian dances in
St. Paul, Minnesota and in
Sbantinlketan, India for
several years. She Is a
talented artist and has given
public performances in St.
Louis,
Missouri,
and
surrounding areas.
The organizer of the
cultured
program
is
Arundhati. She moved to
RoUa in January 1980 from
Baltimore, where she was a
student, to join her husband.
She has been learning
dances since the age of four
and has given performances
in Baltimore along with her
younger sister, Amuradha,
who is a medicine major in
Washington D.C.

Nobuko's Hair
Boutique
Design cut & specializing in easy care hairstyles

Enthusi·
squat.of

HOI

for guys and gals by

Nobuko, Peggi, or Sandal
Give Student Discounts.
Full line of hair care services.
Moo.·Sat. 9-5 daily
.
1203 Forum Dr. Rolla 341·3800
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Looking for a career after graduation? Then beat a path to the state capitol of TEXAS
and Data General!
Small town ambience combined with state capitol sophistication makes Austin an ideal
locale for business and growth. Residents enjoy clean air, moderate climate, and one of
the lowest costs of living in the country Located near Texas' Hill Country, recreational
areas are plentiful, and the Gulf of Mexico is only 3 hours away.
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Enjoy "small town" living while work.ing for a Fortune 500 company giving you room to
grow! If you are a future graduate in one of the following areas, you can work for
DATA GENERAL and live the friendly Aus.tin lifestyle:
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
• COMPUTER ENGINEERS

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE

For consideration, see our representative on campus Wednesday, November 5th, and
Thursday, November 6th, or send your resume or letter of interest to:

DATA GENERAL
2706 Montopolls
Austin, Texas 78741
Equal OpportuMy Employer M/ F
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Tap your ·toes to fiddle
Music
,
Submitted by
Missouri Folklore Society

Enthusiastic participants mark the end of the
squat-off.
(Photo by Gieseke)

Trickett,
noted
of
nineteenth
century Eddie
families and communities, folklorist and recording
On
Saturday,
learn how the family photo artist.
Missourians interested in album can be interpreted as
November 15, Roger Welsch,
state's
fascinating a
this
valuable
historic professor of English from
history and the people who document, experience the the University of Nebraska
have the opportunity to 100 years of a Missouri will deliver the keynote
sample different aspects of railroad town, .and do many address
on
"Ethnic
traditional
culture
on other fascinating things. All Folklore" . Following his
November 14 and 15 at the of this will take place at the address there will be a
University of Missouri- . University Center on the varied program of exhibits,
Rolla. At the annual meeting campus at Rolla. The music, and presentations on
of the Missouri Folklore program is partially sup- a wide variety of topics
Society, participants can tap ported by a grant from the relating
to
traditional
their toes to good old-time Missouri Committee for the culture in Missouri. People
fiddle
music,
browse Humanities, the state-based wishing to attend the
through books and records arm of the National En- program need to preabout
midwestern
folk dowment
. for
the register no later than
traditions, marvel at antique Humanities.
November 10, 1980, if they
and modern hand-made
The program will begin on wish to attend the luncheon.
musical instruments, learn Friday, November 14 at 8:00 Pre-registration cost is $5.00
about German communities p.m. with a presentation of for the meeting and $5.50 for
and Missouri river lore, traditional folksongs by the luncheon, and checks
experience how old-time
communities enjoyed tunes
Phi Kappa Phi members eligible
and dances, learn the
fascinating
heritage of
Missouri wines, see pictures

Fellowships are available

Honors Program expands
SUbmitted by
HODOrs Committee
The
General
Honors
Program is being expanded
by the College of Arts !Uld
Science for the Spring
Semester 1981. Th~ General
Honors Program Is a special
set of courses for excellent
student enrolled in all
divisions of the University,
not just Arts and Science.
The courses are designed
to give outstanding, innovative,
and
exciting
educational opportunities to
students at UMR. Each
course is designed to be
qualitatively different, not
simply harder, than other
courses.
Students in the upper ten
percent of their high school
graduating class, students
whose standardized test
scores ' (ACT, SAT, SCAT)
are no less than the 95th
percentile, or students with a
cumulative grade point
average of 3.50 are eligible to
take general honors courses.
The following General
Honors
courses
are
available
for
Spring
Semester 1981.
Students are encouraged
to work with their advisors
in selecting the General
Honors courses that fit their
needs and interests. Additional questions may be '
directed to Wayne Cogell, G4
Humanities-Social
Sciences, phone 341-4131.

Chemistry 223GH
Computer Sci. 73GH

Organic Chemistry II
BasiC Scientific Programming

English 60GH
English 75GH
Music & Art 101GH

ExpoSition
Intro. to British Literature
In Search of Personal
Freedom
Introduction to Logic
In Search of Personal
Freedom
General Physics Laboratory
General PhYSics Laboratory
General Psychology I
Elementary Russian I
Russian Civilization

Philosophy 15GH
Philosophy 10lGH
Physics 27GH
Physics 28GH
Psychology SOGH
Russian1GH
Russian 60GH

should be sent to Mrs. Ruth
Barton, Box 1757, Columbia,
MO
65201.
Individuals
wishing to attend the
meeting but willing to make
their
own
luncheon
arrangements
elsewhere
may register at the door.
The program will en4l
Saturday afternoon, with a
final concert of Missouri
musicians from 3:30 to 5:00
p.m . Featured in this concert will be the Tick Creek
Band and Tom Hicks from
the Rolla area; the Old
Miners, French musicians
from Old Mines, Missouri;
and the David Peterson
Family from northwestern
Arkansas.

college
or
university.
Students who plan to attend
professional schools such as
or
law,
medicine,
Active members of Phi engineering as well as inKappa Phi, the national dividuals pursuing academic
honorary
society,
are programs in fine, applied,
eligible
to
apply
for and the performing arts are
fellowships of $4,500 to be also eligible. Preference will
used for the first year of be given to candidates with a
purpose
of
graduate study (students definite
elected to Phi Kappa Phi but proceeding to the doctorate
other
advanced
not yet initiated are also or
eligible to apply) . Applicants professional degree.
must have initiated plans to
Funding
for
the
enroll as a candidate for an
advanced degree in a fellowships comes from the
recognized graduate or . national office of Phi Kappa
professional
school, Phi. The Rolla chapter may
preferably in an American nominate one applicant
Submitted by
Phi Kappa Phi

deemed most worthy of a Phi
Kappa
Phi
Graduate
Fellowship
during
the
following acadentic year
(1981-82). Students wishing
to
be considered
for
nomination
for
the
Fellowship should see Dr.
Linda Hughes, Secretary of
UMR's Phi Kappa Phi
chapter (231 H-8S, or call at
341-4637) for application
forms and a brochure
describing the Fellowship.
UMR
Applications
by
students must be filed with
the Secretary by February 1,
1981. Phi Kappa Phi officers
will then select UMR's applicant.

...

..
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SHIPS NEED

TOOl

The success of tomorrow's naval
missions depends on what you can
be doing today. Get the most you c;;..rr~_"'l~\lllrl... ,' .'f.
from that degree of yours. Be one of
the Engineering and Science
graduates who take advantage of the
many opportunities to be a pioneer.
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Open date this saturday

Miners down CMSU in squeaker
By DAVE ROBERTS
UMR head football coach
Charlie Finley didn't tblnk
the Miners would enter this
season's open date with an
undefeated record. Not
many college teams are
unblemished eight weeks
into the season ..

"You always hope you do,
it's not impossible," Finley
said. "But on the college
level
it's highly
improbable."
Nevertheless the Miners,
who finally have a break in
their schedule this week, are
staring at the possibility of
their fir,!t undefeated season

in modem history. Needless
to say this is the best start a
UMR team has ever had
while a member of the
MIAA. UMR joined the
conference in 1935 and its
best record since then was 83 in 1978. .
UMR has now
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The Miners show why they are ranked second in the nation in defense as
they stop an SMS rusher for no gain.
(Photo by Rich Bee)

Stock paces Harriers
By JOHN DANIEL

~ r

:. I

The UMR cross country
team
edged
Lincoln
University 32-37 for the team
championship In the UMR
Invitational last Saturday at
the golf course. Freshman
Kevin Stock led the Miners
with a third place finish In a
personal best time of 26: 29.7
over the 5 mile course.
Mike Lamb, Lincoln's AllAmerican, took individual
honors while teammate
David Jones followed in
second. Stock, the freshman
from California, Missouri,
FInIshed next. UMR claimed
the ensuing two pla~ as
veteran Brent Haefner
fInIshed fourth and freshman Dan Marley took fifth.
It was the Miner's team
depth that clinched the
victory. Ten UMR harriers
finished before Lincoln's
\ tifth! maD'\ !hIlS otfsettlnll the

one-two finish of Lamb and
Jones.
Dan Brown finished eighth
for the Miners, while Mark
Stucky was 12th and Dave
Moore 13th. Freshman Jim
Bullard
completed
the
scoring for UMR with a 15th
place finish.
In the team standings
Evangel took third place,
Southwest Baptist finished
fourth, and UMSL did not
have
enough
runners
complete the race to fInIsh
in the team standings.
This weekend the MIAA
Conference
and
NCAA
Regionals meet wlll be held
in Cape Girardeau. The top
three teams wlll qualify for
the NCAA Division II
Nationals
in
Kneosho,
Wisconsin, on Nov. 15. The
top three individual finishers
not on a qualifying team wlll
also go to the national meet.
Southeast, who is hosting

to last season and if it can
win two more, might earn a
berth in the NCAA Division
II
post-season playoffs.
Despite being unbeaten,
UMR still isn't ranked in the
NCAA Division II standings.
The Miners have key
players either hurt or
sidelined in all the following:
the kicking game; the offensive and defensive lines;
the offensive and defensive
backfields; the receiver
corps; and the linebackers
and defensive secondary.
Obviously the Miners will
welcome the break.
UMR has been able to
overcome the injuries with
good
depth,
something
Finley said at the beginning
of the season would be a
factor.
The latest injuries suffered in the Central Missouri
game last week were broken
ribs to starting fullback
David Fischer and yet
another knee injury to senior
split end Jeff Walters.
Fischer will miss the rest of
the regular season. If
Walters cannot come back
from his knee problems,
which began in the preseason,
all-league
cornerback Craig Heath may be
moved to offense.
Heath, who has also been
sidelined with a groin injury,
has been a starter in the
Miner defensive backfield
for four years. He is also the
NCAA Division II leader in
punt returns. At one time
last season he played both
ways when injuries plagued

.

do."

The Miners took the lead
against CMS in the first
quarter on a 25-yard field
goal by Craig Th..omas.
CMS jumped back in the
second period on a 25-yard
field goal by Wilkinson and a
eight-yard scoring pass from
Bill Vining to Pat Goodwin.
The kick failed. UMR tied
the score later in the second
frame on a one-yard plunge
by sophomore quarterback
Dennis Pirkle. The extra
point kick failed and the
halftime score was tied at
nine.
Tight end Rusty Adams
scored on a six-yard pass
from Pirkle in the third
period to give UMR the lead.

Thomas kicked the extra
point, which proved to be the
difference. Central made
things exciting in the fourth
period when Vining and
Goodwin again connected on
a 13-yard scoring toss.
Vining proved aimost too
much for the Miners to
handie. Vining, a senlor,
completed 24 of 35 passes for
248 yards, the most against
the UMR secondary this
season.
But it was Central's
running attack that did them
in as UMR held the Mules to
a minus ten yards rushing.
The Miners still rank first in
the nation in defense against
the run. UMR was second in
NCAA Division II in total
defense last week.
Miner senior tackle Steve
Bridgman was selected the
MIAA's defensive player of
the week for his effort
against
the
Mules.
Bridgman made six solo
tackles, five for losses including two quarterback
sacks.

KIRKSVILLE, Mo.
Southeast Missouri tailback
Ernest Edwards, an unexpected starter last Saturday
because of a bad ankle,
captured "Offensive Player
of the Week" football honors
in
the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athietic
AssoCiation, while MissouriRolla tackle Steve Brtdgman
was
the
conference
"Defensive Player of the
Week" choice.
.
Edwards, hampered all
season by ankle problems,
played only three quarters
last Saturday. But the 5-11,
180-pound junior from San
Antonio, Texas gained 146
yards on 23 carries aI!d
scored touchdowns on runs
of 10 and two yards to spark
SEMSU to a 57-3 drubbing of
Lincoln University. Edwards also set up another TD
on a 28-yard romp.
.
Bridgman, 6-2, 218-pound
sen~or from Palmyra, w~

defensive front that limited
Central Missouri to a minus
10
yards rushing last
weekend, as the Miners
lifted their overall record to
·8-0 with a 16-15 win. Five of
Bridgman's six solo tackles
were for losses, including
two quarterback "sacks".
He also had two assisted
stops, Missouri-Rolla, which
pushed its first-place league
mark to 4-0, led the NCAA
Division II in rushing
defense and was second In
total defense last week.
Other players receiving
strong consideration tor

"Offensive
Player"
recognition were CMSU
senior quarterback Bill
Vining, who completed 24 of
35 passes for 24a yards and
two
TO's,
Northeast
Missouri senior flanker Ertc
Holm, who caught seven
aerials for 62 yards, including one for a winning
score, Southwest Missouri
junior
halfback
Bill
Hedgepath, who rushed for
136 yards on 24 attempts, and
Northwest Missouri junior
tight end Brad Sellmeyer,

(See MIAA, Page 17)

M-Club
Athlete of the week
This
week's
M-Club
Athiete of the Week is Steve
Br' dgInan for his outsJudlng Performance in the
game against C.M.S.U.

an . l~~~t .~f. ~ ~~, ~ ..~~ey.e. f~ .QI~: MI!I~I: .<!~f!$: :
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Miner senior tailback
Jimmie Lee still has more
yards than any other conference runner but has
slipped to second behind
Southeast's Ernest Edwards
in conference statistics. Lee
has 494 yards and Edwards
483,
but Edwards is
averaging SO.5 yards a game
compared to 61.8 for
Lee. UMR leads the conference in rushing and
overall offense.

Bridgtnan chosen MIAA
A thlete of the Week
MIAA RELEASE

the meet on d • uggea 10,000
meter course, and Southwest
are expected to battle it out
for the team championship.
The
third
and
final
qualifying team is in doubt.
Central Missouri is the
probable qualifier, however,
Northwest finished third last
year and the Miners took
fourth. Lincoln and Northeast might also pose a
threat. UMSL and several
other schools not In the
MIAA will complete the
field.
Mark Curp, Central's
perennial All-American, is
the Individual favorite.
However, Mike Vanatta,
Southeast's ever improving
freshman, just might surprise the defending champion.
Unless the Miners qualify
for the nationals, this wlll be
their final meet of the
,
season.

UMR in the receiving
position.
The Miners got a scare in
Warrensburg last week
before overcoming the
stubbern Central Missouri
State Mules 16-15. Finley
watched helpless from the
sidelines when Central's Don
Wilkinson set himself for a
37-yard field , goal attempt
with 14 seconds in the game
which would have given CMS
the victory.
Luckily for the Miners'
winning streak and Finley's
heart, Wilkinson's kick
missed wide left.
"We made quite a few
mistakes in our klcking
game,"
Finley
said.
"Coming off the Southwest
(homecoming) game we
were a bit flat. The kids tried
to keep from being flat, but
that's something difficult to

sive line in limiting C.M.S.U.
to -10 yards rushing by
tackling the Mules for a loss
five times with two being
Q.B. sacks.
. . .~~I1P.I~~!l~~· ~I:eY~! .. : .
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DATES

TIMES

OOURTI

COURT 2

Nov. 10

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
. 8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
9:30
10:30 '
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
7:45·
8:45
9:45
10:45

Kappa Sig-Triangle
TJHA-Beta Sig
RHA-SigNu
Tech Eng-KA
*KD-WHA
-GDI-ZTA
*Wesley-Chi 0
A E Pi-Wesley
MHA (West)-Delta Sig
PiKPhi-CSA
Delta Tau-ABS
Pi KA-Beta Sig
BSU-SigPi
Kappa Sig-Lambda Chi
RHA-ROTC
Theta Xi-CCH
°KD-ABS
*AW8-ZTA
*GDI-Newman
A Phi A-MHA (West)
TKE-Beta Sig
Delta Tau-CCH
Triangle-Lambda Chi
A E Pi-Delta Sig
Delta Sig-Wesley
Theta Xi-PI K Phi
Kappa Sig-TJHA
Acacia-A Phi A
Wesley-MHA (West)
Wesley-BSU
*WHA-DofN
*Stardusters-GDI
Pi KA-MHA (East)
TKE-Lambda Chi
Sig Tau-Delta Sig
Beta Sig-MHA (East)
SigNu-ROTC
Sig Pi-MHA (West)
KD-ChiO
AEPi-APhiA
Pi KA-Kappa Sig
BSU-Acacia

Campus-ABS
A Phi A-Slg PI
Newman-CCH
Acacia-AE Pi
*AWs.stardusters
*DofN-ABS
*Newman-TJHA
ROTC-SigEp
TKE-Triangle
GDI-KA
Sig Tau-A E Pi
Phi Kap-Sig Nu
Tech Eng-Sig Ep
Acacia-Delta Sig
Campus-CSA
TJHA-MHA (East)
*WHA-ChiO
*Stardusters-TJHA
*D of N-Wesley
Newman-Pi K Phi
Acacia-Wesley
Sig Tau-Sig Pi
KA-SigEp
ABS-CSA
GDI-SigNu
BSU-MHA (West)
PhiK-ROTC
Campus-Newman
MHA (East)-Lambda Chi
AB8-PI K Phi
*ZTA-Newman
*AWS-Wesley
Tech Eng-RHA
GDI-SigEp
Delta Tau-CSA
CCH-PiKPhi
Triangle-TJHA
KA-RHA
°AW8-TJHA
AB8-Newman
Phi Kap-Tech Eng
Theta Xi-Campus

Nov. 17

Nov. 18

ov.19

Nov. 20

Nov. 24
Dec. 1

solo
lSeSin-

lerback
Dec. 3

~
let'

ck
more

cootbas

Dec. 4

behind

~ards

ilcs. 1.ee
~ards

Dec. 10 and Dec. 11 FINALS

ros Is
agame

coo111

and

MIAA
(from page 16)
who grabbed six passes for
104 yards.

Player"

Missowi-Rolla will be idle
Saturday, but Northeast and
Southwest, both tied for
second In the MIAA with 2-1
league marks, will clash
Saturday at Springfield In a
1:30 p.m. game. Northeast
rallled In the fourth quarter
last weekend for a 14-10
conquest of Northwest.
However,
SMSU
was
crushed by Northern Iowa,
4HI.

CMSU
Ii Bill
led 24 01
irdsand

~

sel'Ul

In\viJlIIJng

MJsSOUrI
Bill

Sbedfor

~~
l!JDeyeI,

In
other
conference
matchups this weekend,
LIncoIn will entertain CMSU, and SEMSU will be at
NWMSU. Both contests wlll
start at 1: 30 p.m.

~

MIAA Notes: Bill Grantham, free safety for UMR,
tied a league career standard last Saturday with his
28th pass interception. The
co-record holder, former
SEMSU defensive back Tom
Thrower, played from 1957-

59.

•
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INTEVEP,

INTEVEP carries out research & development in
the areas of petroleum exploration , production,
refining and petrochemicals. The research facil ity is located in suburban Carcas . The work atmosphere is dynamic and stimulating and our
stoff is young and committed .

I

Venezuelan nationals are encouraged to apply .
Bilingual cand idates preferred.

~ Sign up to meet with us on NOVEMBER 7th .

Iff unable to meet us on November 7 . send your
I
I

By SANDY JOHNSON
The UMR Women's Soccer
Club had a very fulfillIng
three-day weekend. They
were challenged for the
second time by the Maryville
Bears and, for the first time,
by the women of Lindenwood
College.
UMR's team was defeated
by Maryville with the final
score at 4-0. Although the
score doesn't show it, it was

a very exciting ga me. Our
women played, accordIng to
most, a much better game
than Maryville, but they
were unable to overcome the
Bears defensive skills.
Lindenwood, too, was
tough competition for UMR.
Lindenwood took the lead
with one goal late In the first
half of the game ; but,
UMR's own, Cindy Kappapstien, evened the score

early In the second half. The
game ended In a tie. The
coaches decided, for the
welfare of their girls, not to
participate In a sudden death
situation.
UMR's women will take on
the women of UMC this
Saturday, Nov. 1. The game
will be played on the UMR
intramural fields at 11: 00
a .m . Everyone is urged to
attend.

first half was listed last
week.) Also given is the

soccer schedule

----------------

The intramural schedule is
in full swing with two major
spor ts, volleyball and soccer, leading the way.

for

this

year.

Volleyball action started
last week and the first soccer
games
were
played
Tuesday.
Singles
and
doubles table tennis also
started on Tuesday.
Tennis, which was earlier
held up by rain, has still not
been
completed.
yet
Billiards and racquetball
were scheduled to conclude
this week.
Below is the second half of
the volleyball schedule. (The

Action in Intramural Racquetball taking place
in the Multi.Purpose Building. The finals in
both singles and doubles were played this week.

Hi ka
Nation
features a
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

i-

~

!

i

~

.,·"· ...::OZr"

S.A.
I
Research &
Development I
Center.
I
I
An aHiliate of Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A _
~

We are interested in interviewing chemists.
chemical engineers. computer engineers.
mechanical engineers . geotechnical engineers .
i geochemists. geophysicists. geolog i sts .
petroleum engineers and information science
I specialists who are pursuing graduate degrees
and are interested in a career in applied research .

i~
I

.. -" ..
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By JOHN DANIEL

* Women's games

I

~~.",::"'~~"'. ?i ' ''·'' "~"'~"'4I ... ___ ,...."",.~ ......... "-~ .. C.·.. ..,..."

Intramural action continues

r--·---·---·-------·---J

8 for

t

Lady kickers split a pair

(second half)

Nov. 12

' I. '~'~' '.'·~~l'·~·

MISSOURI MINER

1980 1M Volleyball Schedule

Nov. 11

~ •• " " ' "

resume to : INTEVEP
750 Welch Rood . Suite 204
Polo Alto. California 94304

~ An equal opportunity employer.

~

~
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I
~
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To dramatize the ne~ for more - and better hiking trails. hikers are curren tly walking the
4. 500 mile route from San f r a ncis co to
Washlnglon. D.C. Why nol eIl, cover POSlUm In·
stant gra in beverage while you r ediscover
America? Capture our COWluy'S beau ty on 81m
and if your entry is sele cted as a winner you can
....In one of the foUow!ng prizes,
~ ......
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1980 Intramural Soccer Schedule
Date Time
Oct. 28

Oct. 29

Oct. 30
Nov. 3
Nov. 4

Nov. 5

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00

East

Sig Pi-Campus
Kappa Sig-Lambda Chi
Sig Tau-FE~A

KA-Acacia
Phi Kap-MHA East
Wesley-Delta Tau
Delta Sig-Beta Sig
TKE-Delta Sig
SigNu-FELA
CCH-AEPi

West

Date Time East

West

TJHA-Triangle
PiKA-BSU
Lambda Chi-Beta Sig
GDI-8igPi
RHA-MHA West
• AWS.Stardusters
MHA East-Acacia
Sig Ep-Tech Eng
GDI-Newman
CCH-ABS
Kappa Sig-Beta Sig
SigPi-Wesley
Delta Sig-Lambda Chi MHA West-8ig Nu
Campus-Delta Tau
AEPi-ABS
GDI-BSU
Sig Tau-8ig Nu
RHA-TechEng
Newman-Campus
TKE-Trian21e
Pi KA-Delta Tau
Phi Kap-Acacia
KA-ThetaXi
A E Pi-MHA East
·AWS.ChiO
MHA West-FELA
T JHA-Kappa Sig
Newman-Wesley
ABS.KA

Nov. 6

Nov. 10
Nov. 11

Nov. 12
Nov. 13

Nov. 17

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
6:00
7:30
9:00

Phi Kap-ABS
TKE-Lambda Chi
GDI-Campus
Sig Ep-Sig Tau
·ChIO-Stardusters·
GDI-Delta Tau
MHA East-Theta Xi
CCH-KA
Tech Eng-8ig Tau
TKE-Beta Sig
BSU-SigPI
• AWS.Stardusters
RHA-FELA
MHA East-CCH
MHA East-ABS
Sig Nu-Slg Ep
AEPI-KA
TKE-Kappa Sig
Phi Kap-A E PI
Delta Tau-Newman
PI KA-Weslev

Theta Xi-A E PI
RHA-SlgNu
BSU-Delta Tau
PI KA-Slg PI
MHA West-Slg Ep
GDI-Wesley

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
Nov. 19 6:00
7:30
Nov. 20 6:00
Triangle-Kappa Sig Dec. 1
6:00
Delta Sig-TJHA
7:30
Campus-Wesley
9:00
Newman-Pi KA
Dec. 2
5:00
BSU-Newman
6:30
Lambda Chl-TJHA Dec. 3
6:00
7:30
MHA West-Tech Eng
Theta Xi-Acacia
6:00
Dec. 4
Delta Tau-8lg PI
7:30
· AWS.ChlO
Beta Sig-Trlangle

Nov. 18

Dec. 8

East

West

SigEp-FELA
Acacla-CCH
PI KA-Campus
RHA-8lgTau
Campus-BSU
·Chl 0-8tardusters
Lambda Chi-TrIangle
Phi Kap-KA
Acacla-ABS
Sig Tau-MHA West
TKE-TJHA
Phi Kap-CCH
Wesley-BSU
A E PI-Acacia

Go.,emor

JOSEPH P.

EAGLETON

TlASD...U
'Walk in' Joe"
soid: "I hope to
help especially

Women's Games

u....t.n.mGovemo,
KlNNETH J .
ROTHMAN

Missouri

legislature. he's
reedy for the job
of Lt. Governor.

U.S. • .,,....,t.tl_ In
COng ..... . .... DtIJtrkt

STEAK

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

2.78 2.49 3.35
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
Toust. Free Ice Cream .

'Cbe~

'Cita
'ClaT

'Deni
'Drak
' DID
'Flor
'FLOR)
'FLORJ
Frankl
Frankl

Furmar
'GEORC
Gla ssl
GrambJ

'Hawa!

HOLY a
Hope ,

'B0001
HOlIard
'Idaho
'India
100

STEVE G ... RDNER
Stat. s.notor,

23,d Ol,trld

THURMAN L.

WILLEn

" I con and will put
the 'squeeze' on
Big Government ."
As a former

resident of Rolla I
understand the
people and

Hard working
mon of oction and
a mon who will
remember Phelps

problems of

Phelps County and
will represent

CARTER-MONDALE

County .

your int.rests in

Working for a .be tt. r tomorrow by making the hard choices today .

Washington.

Re-Elect in 1980 .

St....

T,..u~

MEL CARNAH ... N

Attom..,o.n.... 1

s.c~ofSt.te

RO.EIIT .... INE

JAMES C. (JIM)

KIRKP",TRlCK

A man from
Phelps County tor
state-wide office.
A solid record In
the post and 0
sound plan for the

Missouri daseN,"
the best lawyer.
He has 20 years
For the service
you expect and

bu siness & public
interest
experience .

d~rv •.

Com

G&D STEAK HOUSE
8 Oz. Chuck '

'Bald

'BAY]
BOOTO
'Bost

'Depal

With 18 years of
experience in the

Work in' Joe has

future .

60z. Ribeye
STEAK '

A~ed

.~
Ashll
AugUI

COMe
CorM
te , If
'Dad
'Day
' DEJA
Diilavf

Democrats
make a difference

INC.

Forum Plaza

'Alb

'AP~

Centr

the sick. the
lonely . the aged
and the
neglected ."

the Big Oil
compan ies and
other special

by Bill Kiley

11 a .m .-9 p .m .

Albil

BOlidO

*

THOMAS f .

Dean Butler:
'Prairie' Runner

Open 7 days

.AdT
'AkT
A

'Bowl
.BRIG
BR()'N

FINALS

kept thot pledge.

SI"~tC lS .

KA-MHAEast
CCH-Theta Xi
Kappa Sig-Delta Sig
Sig PI-Newman
KHA-8lgEp
GDI-PIKA
Theta Xi-ABS

6:00 FINALS
7:30

lJftlt.d Stot.. s.n.tor

When Missouri
needs hi m Tom
Eagleton is
there--fightlng

Dean Butler, who stars weekly as Almanza Wilder on NBCTV's 'Uttle House on the Prairie,' is in great physical shape today, thanks to the fact that his father was not in shape three
years ago.
Butler is now a long-d istance runner .
"It started three years ago," he says. "My dad felt that he
was getting out of shape, so he decided to start running for exercise. It did him so much good that I decided to start running
with him-and now I'm a nut about it."
A strapping youngster in his
mid 20s, Butler confesses that
he couldn't run a full mile when
he first started. "I was amazed
at how quickly your body can
start falling apart. The idea that
I was puffing and panting long
before I finished a slow mile
scared me."
Today he is taking part in as
many races as he .can squeeze
into his busy schedule.
"I live near UCLA, so every
single morning I head for their
track and workout before I head
Dean Butler
for the stage."
"Jogging is great, but it is a much less demanding thing
than distance running. Running demands training and
discipline. It is a science, and you learn amazing things about
your own body when you do distance running. You have to
analyze your food intake like a scientist. You can't just eat
anything at anytime. You feed your body with the right fuel for
the right distance, or you suffer during the run."
Butler is a light eater at most times, and says he never eats
anything after 4 p.m . any day. "Most people fight to avoid carbohydrates, but runners gobble them up. When I'm training for
a race most of my intake consists of crackers, cheese and beer.
"Maybe some day I'll be good enough to beat my father."

Sig Nu-Tech Eng
Phi Kap-Theta Xi
Triangle-Delta Sig
TJHA-BetaSlg
FELA-Tech Eng

teol
'COL

sp()rts ~
file u

TV COIIIPUlOC

Date Time

-

Thu

eov..ty Coon _
ProMCVtlng Attomey

RON ... LD D. WHITE
Expanded office
hour5..• aggressive

prosecution of
drug dealers. bod
check writers and
those committing
crimes of

violence.

Judp.
PhelPI Covnty Co","

' " " " ' Dfstrid

C.G. "PElF'
KIRG... N
A mon with the

know-how to get
things done for
you on the county
court .

.

w..t.n. DCmfct
W... YNE M. tiGHT
K. .pon

Grot

experienced
qualified county

T·S~

court Judge

working for
Phelps County.

Should you need any ailinane. on .Iectlon day eall-364·48I7
P'oId lot by.Nff-'on

w...-. ~t'OIlc CMo ............ c-.,..

Ten"
Shoe
Se/e

Thursd ay, Octobe r 30, 1980
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.." FootlJBll Fo re ca st s
~

by Jo e Ha rri s

P.o . Box 1882 Atla ntic City, N.J . 08404

SATURDAY, NOVE!1BER LJ980
-Adrian •••••••• •••••• 2~ Ka lamazoo .• • ••••••••
-Akron ........ ....... 24 Austin Peay S tate ... 14J
ALABAMA ........ ...... 28 MISSISS I PPI STATE ...
Albion ........ ....... 21 *A lma .. . ........ .... 77
-Albrig ht ........ .... 28 F. D•.. Ma di s on .......
-Appala chian State ••• 31 ~Iestern Ca r olina •••• 216
America n Interna tional 24 - Central Connect icut. 21
-ARKANSAS ••••••.• •••• 24 RICE •••••.• • •••• , ...
Ashland •••••••• •••••• 35 -Evans ville •••••••• • '1 47
Augusta na (S.D.) ••••• 17 *Hornin gside ........ 7
-Baldwi n-wallac e ••••• 28 Mount Union •••••••• •
-BAYLOR •••••••• •••••• 35 SAN JOSE •••••••• ••• • 147
BOSTON COLLEGE •••••• '. 21 .AIR FORCE •••••••• •• 14
"Boston U. • ........ .. 21 V. I'i . 1. ........ ....
Bowdoin ••••.••• •••••• 21 .Ba tes •••••••• •••••• 14
7
-Bowling Green ••••••• 21 Ball S ta te ........
14
-BRIGHAM YOUNG ••••••• 56 u. TEXAS (EL PASO) ..
•• 7
BROWN •••••••• •••••••• 21 *HARVARD . • • • • • • • • • • •• 17
Central Michiga n ••••• 21 "Eastern i'iichiga n ••• 7
-Cheyne y State ••••••• 14 Millers ville State. .
"Citade l (The) ....... 28Woffo rd ........ ..... 147
-Clarion State ....... 24 Indiana U. (Pa.) .... 14
"Colgate ........ ..... 21 Lafayet te ........ ... 10
"COLORADO STATE U. . . . 24WYOMING •••••••• •••••
Connect icut •••••••• •• 14.Mass achuset ts •••••• 21
13
Cornell •••••••• •••••• 21 -Buckne ll •••••••• ••• 20
.C. W. Post ........ .. 28 Liberty Baptist ..... 14
.Davidso n •••••••• •••• 28 Guilford •••••••• ••••
.Dayton ........ ...... 28 Ferris State ........ 14
.DELAWARE •••••••• •••• 21 VILlANOVA •••••••• ••• 207
Delawar e Valley •••••• 24.Juni ata •••••••• •••• 14
.DePauw ........ ...... 28Wash ington (Mo.) .... 14
.Deniso n •••••••• ••••• 28Capi tal •••••••• ••••• 14
.Drake ........ ....... 28 Wichi ta State .......
.DUKE •••••••• •••••••• 14 GEORGIA TECH ••••• • •• 21
.Florida A. &: rI . . . . ,. 28 Tuskege e Institut e ' .. 13
.FLORIlltl STATE ....... 35 TULSA ........ ....... 1l~
.FLORIlltl ........ ..... 14AUDURN ........ ......
Frankli n •••••••• ••••• 21"Indi ana Central .•••• 13
13
Frankli n & Marshal l •• 28 "Susqueh anna •••••••• 14
Furman •••••••• ••••••• 28 Marshal l •••••••• •••• 7
• GEORGIA •••••••• ••••• 24 sotJ':rn CAROLINA ..... ,
Glassbo ro State ...... 21 -Kean ........ ....... 21
Gramblin g •••••••• •••• 34.Texa s Souther n ••••• 14
.Hawaii ........ ...... 35Fulle rton State ..... 146
HOLY CROSS •••••••• ••• 28 "C OLUMBIA •••••••• ••• 14
Hope ........ ........ . 17.0liv et ........ ..... 14
.HOUSTON ........ ..... 24 TEXAS CHRISTIAN .....
Howard U. (D.C.) ..... 28.Hamp ton Institut e .. 127
.Idaho •••••••• ••••••• 14Weber State •••••••• • 13
.Indiana State ....... 21West Texas State ....
lit
IOWA STATE •••••••• ••• 38.cOLORADO . • •••••••• • 14

REY --== ==-

· IOWA ........ .... . ... 17 WISCONSIN .. .. ...... :
*-Johns Hopkins ....... 14 Mor a via n ... . ........ 14
3
KANSAS •••••••• ••••••• 17 .KANSAS STA TE ••••••• 11It
Kutztow n S tate ....... 28 .Elooms burg State. .. 7
·Lebanon Valley •••••• 14 Ursinus •••••••• •••••
" Lehigh •••••••• •••••• 35 James i1a dison ••••••• 13
6
·Linfiel d •• •••••••• •• 21 Pacifi c Luthe ran •••• 14
.Lock Haven State .... 2 8 Slippel' y Ro ck Sta t e . 14
Long Beach State ..... 17 .F'resno S tate .. .. ... 14
·LOUISIANA 3TATE ••• • • 14 MISSISS IPPI • ••••
13
Louisian a Tech ••••••• 14 . Arkansa s Sta te • •• •••
•••
- LOUISVILLE •••••••• •• 14 TEMP LE •••••••• •••••• 137
· Lycoming •••••••• •••• 42 Upsala •••••••• ••••••
·Maine •••••••• ••••••• 14 Northe a stern •••••••• 130
. Mansfie ld S ta te ••••• 2 8 Duquesn e •••••••• •••• 14
.MARYLI\ND ........ .... 17 NORTH CAROLINA STATE . 14
-i'icNeese Sta te ••••••• 24 U. Texas (Arlingt on) • 14
"MEI4PHIS STATE ....... 147 VANDERBILT •••••••• •• 14
MIAm (OHIO) ........ . 14 "TOLEDO •••••••• •••••
MICHIGAN • • •••••••• ••• 18 ·INDIANA •••••••• •••• 13
Hiddleb ury ........ ... 2 .Union (N. Y.) ...... 137
MINNESOTA •••••••• •••• 17 -ILL INOIS •••••••• ••• 14
Montana State ........ 2 7 - hontana ........ ....
7
-Hontcl air S ta te ••••• ~§ Trenton S ta te •..•••• 7
·l'luhlen berg •••••••• ••
Swarthm ore. • • • • • •• • • 7
Murray State ........ . 147 .Eastern Kentuck y ••• 14
"''lEBRASKA •••••••• ••• • 2 MISSOURI
...... . .... . 14
:New Hampshi re ••••••• 2 4 Rhode Island
•••••••• 14
New Mexico ........ .. 21 U. Nevada (L.V.) .... 20
·North CarOlin a A & T .31 Morgan State ........ 13
NORTH CAROLINA ....... 21 .OKLAHOMA ........ ... 17

NOTRE lltl ME .. ........ .
OHIO STATE • ••••• , • •••
OKLAHONA STA TE ••••.••
-OREGON ........ ..... .
. Otte rbe in •••••••• •••
·PENN STATE ........ ..
· PRI NCETON ••••• •• ••••
PURDUE ••• • •••••••• •••
PITTSBURGH . .... . .....
· RICHMOND •••••••• ••••
RUTGERS •••••••• ••••••
· Sh ippensbu rg S tate ..
SUNDAY,

24 NAVY ........ ........ 14
31 . MICHIGAN STATE ••••• 14
21 . SAN DIEGO STATE . .. .. 14
17 WASHINGTON STATE . . .. 14
42 Oberlin • • •••••••• ••• 147
21 MIAMI (FLA.) ....... .
2 8 PENNSYLVANIA •••••••• 14
38 - NORTHWESTERN ••••••• 7
28 "SYRACUSE ........ ... 14
24 CINCINNATI •••••••• •• 21
24 .ARMY • • • • •••••••• ••• 14
28 Californ ia (Pa.) St •• 7
NOVEMBER 2. l'l!lQ

Rr'rnJNAL FOOTBALL-_f..EIlTIlE
__

ATLANTA ........ ...... 20 .. BUFFALO ........ ....
BALTIl40RE •••••••• •••• 23 *KANSAS CITY ••••••••
DALLAS • • •••••••• ••••• 20 *ST. LOUIS •••••••• ••
.DETROIT ........ . .... 24 SAN FRANCISCO •• '.....
HOUSTON ........ ...... 20 .. DENVER ........ .....
*LOS ANGELES ........ . 24 NEW ORLEANS ........ .
·NEW ENGLAND •••••••• • 24 NEW YORK JETS •••••••
"OAKLAND ........ ..... 17 MIAMI ........ .......
PHILADELPHIA •••••••• • 20 -Su. TTLE •••••••• ••••
·PITTSBURGH •••••••• •• 24 GREEN BAy •••••••• •••
SAN DIEG O ........ .... 20 .CINCINNATI ........
.
·TAMPA BAY ........ ... 17 NEW YOIIK aIANTS .....
-WASHINGTON •••••••• •• 17 MINNESOTA _ • • • • • • • • • • •
!!OlID~X. j'fOVE.>lBER .3. ,...l2.!lQ
. CLEVELAND ......~: 2OCRlCAGO ........ .....

17
20
16
14
17
13
17
16
16
7
17
13
1~
17

ADVERTISE MENT
ALL THE SEWS WORLuwlOF:

HOJIII[· O£lIV[REO
LAR( ; t:~T( ' lASS"" [b VULt · ~..:

(4!I:1I 970··UtK6
SURTHHOP AIR('HAfo, m\' I!'OJOs OFFI C E

VOL. lIX

DAILY FIVE CENTS

ON CA MP US IN TE RV IE W S

...
!...

No ve m be r 12

Newe st North rop
Fight er Advan ces
F-5 Famil y

SPORTshcrp

March 24 , 1980 Hawth orne, Califor nia
Th e new gen eration of Northro p's F-5
family of low cost tact ical fighter aircraft .
th e F-GG. was anno un ced at Hawth orn e
today. st ep pin g up a nearly 20-year
evolution ary program for t he compa ny.
Th e s ingle-engin ed F -5(; was conce ived
to meet world defe ns e nee d s t oday and
through the 1990's. and offers an affordable.
suppOltab le defensive system that keeps
pace with th e cha ngin g req uirem ents for
nat ional security,

Conve rse
Tennis
Shoes
Selec ted
Group of
T-Shirts

Oc tober, 198 0
0!ort hro p Aircraft is st ill de s igning and
.-...Ii.~
-,,~ ~
building high-performance aircraft toda" l---~
~::::':'-::::' '~=-----------------------'
in t he compan,'- s mil e· long. mod ern rO Ill plex in Hawth orne. Californ ia , For 40 U','0 Ul" interests are in AERO NAUTICAL. sentati,'e. If vo u can not meet with us at
veal's. we've promoted the people associ- AERO S P ACE, MANU F ACT URING, th is time. pl~ase forward your resu me to:
~ t e d wit h our produ ct s a nd furni s hed MEC HAN ICAL, OR ELE CTRIC AL
one or th e fin est be ne fit s pa ckage s avail - ENGINE ERING; COMPU TER S C I· Emplo yment Office
able in th e industry including edu cational EN C E; MATER IALS S C IENCE; or Zone 1221-8 0 Dept. TS/MR
re imburse ment fo r employee s in an ae - PHYSIC S see :-.lo rthro p today for your 2815 EI Segun do Blvd.
crE'dit ed gradu at E' st udy program: a con · tomorrow.
Hawth orne, CA 90250 .
ve nie nt sav in gs plan - for every do ll ar Cont act the place ment
office to sc hedule
invested. 0!orthro p co ntribut es ,,0 pE'r' an appointm e nt wi th a Northro p repre Equ a l Oppo rtunity' E mploy e r M/ Ft H
cent : a nd generou s vaca ti ons - includin g
a wee k long Cluistma s holiday , In addition Aircraf t Divisio n
to a creative wo rk environm ent ,'ou'lI
enjo,' So uthe rn Californi a's year round
rec rea ti ona l para di se, And . Northrop 's
recreatio n club sponsors many enj oy abl e activiti es suc h as skiing. golf and
fishing .

20 % off
25 % off

NORTHROP
Maki ng adva nced tech nolo gywo rk.

1200 Pine

F

Rollo

364·5.495
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Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E.
Rolla
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
Prices Good Wed., Oct. 29 thru
Sat., Nov. 1

WAI:MART

~~'Wa1_~aeJ~e~~e'~~r~~n~~lon __- .

LOOk for this sign
In Our store, It
marks name brand
Items with new
lower everyday
Inflation stopping
prices.

Dow Anti-Freeze

Save 6.94

-Summer Coolant and
winter anti -freeze
protects cooling system
against corrosion

10 A MP Battery Charger
-Sol id stat e automatic
-6 or 12 Volt output
-A simple flick of the switch gives optional
cha rging for maintenan ce free batteries

SE40M

Stu.
Radiator Hoses

Heater Hose

-Sizes to f it most cars
-Carry a spare
- Inspect , replace

- For passenger cars
and light trucks
-Reinforced

Alumaseal
Radiator Seal

Lead Battery
Terminal

-Heavy duty
concentrated
-Seals ·Ieaks &
lubricates

-Two bolt solderless
style
-Fits positive or
negative post

ByKEN

Anti-Freeze or
Battery Tester

Several stu!
limely end I
Ie IiMR COm

-Conveniently test your
anti-freeze or battery

· l'egUIar far
QIds.

1lIree Corn
l idenls an

58-0550

~ring
illlenly sw

I

~lbecard rea

jIbeComp. ~

Un;,

84
7 Inch Ice
Scraper
-Curved blade fo r
better ice rem oval
-Vinyl handle

Supe r Sport Grip
Stee rin g Wh eel
Co ver
-Black or tan

Heet 12 Ounce
Gas line AntiFreeze
-Abso rbs moisture in
carb ureto r & e nt i re fu e l
sy stem

Locking Gas
Tank Caps

STP Gas
Treatment

-Fits most cars

-12 oz .
-Keeps carburetors
clean

WAl.... AAT·S ADVERTlSED MERCHANDISE POLlCY
It la our Intention 10 hl"e .very advertla.d Item In stock. however, II due 10 any unforese.n (eason. an advertlaed Item Ie no t available lor purchase , Wal·
Mart wlllluue a Rain Check on r'QueSI , lor the merchandise to be purch84ed al the sale price whene"er available, Of will sell you . ,Imll.r Item ala com·
parable reduc tion In price W. reseNt the light to limit QUAntities

~

5,,11, fo r Less . Wal Mart Sells lor LEIss. Wei Mart Sells lor Less. Will Mllrt S811s lor less . 1'11,, 1 M d rt S .. lI s fur l ess . 1'11.,1 M .iI !

S~ "

WAI;MART

for Le <, • I,\dl Mart S"IIs for Less

(/l

